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ABSTRACT 
Traditional science courses emphasized knowledge and practical skills. Relevant 
applications and issues have been neglected in most science disciplines. From an evaluation 
of the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus in 1984-86 and an opinion survey conducted by the 
Curriculum Development Council (CDC) Chemistry Subject Committee (Secondary) in 1989， 
most teachers felt that a more socially relevant chemistry course should be offered in the 
future. Later on, a new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus was published in 1991. 
Science-Technology-Society (STS) is a major focus in science education worldwide. 
It is an approach of teaching and studying science and it stresses the interaction of science, 
technology and society. The new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus tends to follow this approach 
(Holbrook, 1991; Tao, 1992). 
This study aims at comparing the overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new and 
old S4-5 chemistry curriculum as well as the inclusion of each STS topic. The method used 
in this study was content analysis. The new and the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, and 3 
most frequently used S4-5 new chemistry textbooks and 2 most frequently used S4-5 old 
chemistry textbooks were investigated to determine the attention given to STS topics. 
The framework established by the Project Synthesis research team for STS was 
modified and amended by the researcher. It consists of 10 STS topics and it was used to 
analyse the content of S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses and textbooks. Comparisons were made of 
the overall frequency of all STS topics and the frequency of each STS topic by syllabuses, 
and textbooks. Syllabuses and textbooks were also compared similarly. 
For the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, interrater agreements of at least 98.3% and kappas 
of at least 0.982 were achieved in the content analyses among the researcher and two 
experienced chemistry teachers. On the other hand, interrater agreements of at least 96.6% 




The overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new Chemistry Syllabus is 28.30% while 
the value is 15.14% in the old Chemistry Syllabus. On the other hand, the overall inclusion 
of all STS topics in new chemistry textbooks is 21.97% on average while the average value 
in old chemistry textbooks is 6.87%. 
For the inclusion of each STS topic, "effects of technological developments" is the 
most emphasized topic in all the curriculum materials analysed. The teaching content in the 
new Chemistry Syllabus includes 10.88% of this STS topic while the value is only 6.31% of 
content in the old Chemistry Syllabus. For chemistry textbooks, new textbooks devote 6.78% 
of content for "effects of technological developments" on average but the average value for 
old textbooks is 3.07% of content only. The second most emphasized STS topic in all the 
syllabuses and textbooks analysed is "environmental quality". "Human health “ is the third one 
in all the curriculum materials examined except Jing Kung's textbooks covering the old 
Chemistry Syllabus which emphasizes "energy “ instead. 
Results of Chi-square revealed that the overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus is significantly larger than that in the old Chemistry Syllabus at p < 0.005 
level. Similarly, the average overall inclusion of all STS topics in new chemistry textbooks 
is also significantly larger than that in old chemistry textbooks atp< 0.001 level. For the new 
chemistry textbooks, the overall inclusion of all STS topics in Jing Kung's textbooks is 
significantly larger than that in textbooks of Wilson and Macmillan at p< 0.001 level. For 
the old chemistry textbooks, the value in Jing Kung's textbooks is also significantly larger 
than that in Wilson's textbooks at p< 0.001 level. The overall inclusion of all STS topics in 
both the new chemistry textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson is significantly larger than that 
in their old chemistry textbooks at p< 0.001 level. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1 • 1 Background of the Study 
In Hong Kong, the old Chemistry Syllabus (S4-5) used in secondary schools was 
published in 1982 by the Curriculum Development Committee. It is an example of traditional 
science courses which emphasizes knowledge and practical skills. Relevant applications and 
issues are only brought out at appropriate points in the syllabus to highlight the relevance of 
chemistry in daily life and the role of chemistry in society and industry (Wong, 1991)/ 
This syllabus is only good for preparing students for further study in chemistry but 
it does not cater for the interests and needs of students of a wide range of abilities (Wong, 
1991). Moreover, during an evaluation of the old Syllabus in 1984-86 and an opinion survey 
conducted by the Chemistry Subject Committee (Secondary) of the Curriculum Development 
Council (CDC) in 1989，most teachers felt that a more society oriented chemistry course 
should be offered in the future while the depth of treatment in the Chemistry Syllabus should 
also be clearly defined (Wong, 1991). 
Against this background, the Chemistry Syllabus was revised in 1991. It has been 
implemented for use in Secondary 4 since 1993 and was first examined iii 1995 in the Hong 
Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE). The revised syllabus attempts to move 
away from the traditional fundamental approach to a socially relevant one (Wong, 1991). It 
has also incorporated the ideas and topics of Science-Technology-Society (STS) (Tao, 1992). 
Over the past decade, STS has become a major focus in science education worldwide. It has 
arisen because science educators have widespread recognition that scientific content and skills 
should be taught and studied in the meaningful context of technology and society (Fensham, 
1988). Tao (1992) states that Hong Kong is beginning to respond to the STS trend in science 
iWONG Kin-on was the chairperson of the Chemistry Subject Committee (Secondary) 
of the Curriculum Development Council and he was closely involved in designing the revised 
CDC Chemistry Syllabus (S4-5). 
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education. The latest revised Chemistry course, at both CE and AS levels, have incorporated 
some STS ideas and topics into them. Holbrook (1991) even claims that the revised S.4-5 
Chemistry Syllabus adopts the STS approach. 
The following areas are especially emphasized in the revised chemistry syllabus and 
they are relevant to society and technology: 
(1) Environment (e.g. Section 5.6 - Environmental problems associated 
with the use of fuels), 
(2) Energy (e.g. Section 3 - Chemical cells and Electrolysis, Section 5.5 
-Burning of fuels and fire fighting)， 
(3) Industry (e.g. Section 6 - Important Products from Petroleum, Section 
7 - Important Industrial Products), 
(4) Health (e.g. Section 8 - Chemicals and Health) 
(CDC, 1991c) 
"Chemistry and society" is the unifying theme of the new Chemistry Syllabus (CDC, 
1991b). Facts, concepts and scientific principles are acquired through discussion of 
applications and issues. Then, teaching goes from society to the conceptual framework rather 
than from the underlying principles to their applications. In other words, teaching changes 
from the fundamental approach to the social relevance approach (Wong, 1990). 
The old Syllabus is academically oriented while the new Syllabus is student-centred 
and it emphasizes to nurture certain skills of students such as scientific thinking, problem 
solving skills, practical skills, communication skills and decision making skills. In order to 
achieve the aim, pupil-centred teaching methods such as debates, discussions, project work， 
decision making exercises and library search are recommended in the syllabus. 
The drastic changes between the new and the old Chemistry Syllabus (S4-5) include 
philosophy, aims and objectives, teaching approach, content and its organization, classroom 
activities, questions of assessing students' academic achievement. It is better for teachers to 
have a deep understanding of the mentioned aspects and especially their relations with the 
STS approach. It can facilitate the teaching of the new chemistry curriculum. Furthermore, 
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the curriculum designers and textbook writers can also get some insights for revision of 
syllabuses aftd textbooks after studying the STS approach. 
1.2 Purpose of The Study 
The present study is to investigate the inclusion of Science-Technology-Society (STS) 
topics in secondary 4 to 5 chemistry in Hong Kong. It is a curriculum analysis and not an 
evaluation of curriculum. This research compares the old S4-5 chemistry curriculum and the 
new curriculum which has been implemented since 1993. It should be noted that STS is an 
approach and it covers many aspects of the curriculum. This study only focuses on the 
content aspect of the formal curriculum which means that it can only reflect part of the 
picture. Content is one of the dimensions of curriculum innovation mentioned by Leithwood 
(1981) and it represents the knowledge or information which teachers teach and students 
learn. The researcher explores the content of the formal curriculum as a first step to study 
the STS in S4-5 Chemistry in Hong Kong. 
This study aims at comparing the overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new and 
old S4-5 chemistry curriculum as well as the inclusion of each STS topic. In the new 
Chemistry Syllabus, the CDC (1991c) claims that the new chemistry curriculum is society 
oriented and some science educators even states that it follows the STS approach. (Holbrook, 
1991; Tao, 1992) Then, it is worthwhile to compare both the new and old S4-5 chemistry 
curriculum in order to examine whether the new curriculum includes more STS content. Since 
the formal curriculum can be mostly reflected by the syllabuses and textbooks, the two types 
of curriculum materials, syllabuses and textbooks, are studied in this study. 
Firstly, the new Chemistry Syllabus was compared with the old Syllabus. Then, the 
percentage of overall inclusion of all STS topics and non-STS content and the percentages of 
inclusion of each STS topic were found. As a result, any existing difference could also be 
determined. 
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Secondly, textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the 
old Chemistry Syllabus were compared. Similarly, the percentage of overall inclusion of all 
STS topics and percentage of inclusion of each STS topic were determined. The study could 
then reveal the existing difference between new chemistry textbooks and old chemistry 
textbooks. 
Thirdly, different textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus were compared as 
well as different old chemistry textbooks. Any difference among textbooks for the new or old 
Chemistry Syllabuses could be found. It could then reveal if there is any difference in the 
overall inclusion of all STS topics and inclusion of each STS topic in different textbooks 
covering the same Chemistry Syllabus. The difference may be due to the relative emphases 
placed by different textbook writers on all the STS topics as well as each topic. 
Fourthly, the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses and textbooks were compared to reveal the 
contingency between syllabuses and textbooks. 
1.3 Significance of The Study 
Firstly, STS is a megatrend and a focus in science education today (NSTA，1982; 
Roy, 1983，1985a，1985b), The STS approach is to develop scientifically literate person who 
understand how science, technology, and society influence one another and who are able to 
use this knowledge in their everyday decision-making (Yager, 1990). However, study of STS 
is only preliminary and superficial in Hong Kong. The researcher only wants to explore the 
development of this new field in science education. Then, only the curriculum materials 
which is one part of the whole STS approach are studied. Hopefully, this study can act as an 
initial step to give a small contribution to the study of the STS approach in the context of 
Hong Kong chemical education. 
Secondly, science textbooks are the vety important instructional materials in the 
classrooms. Especially, ninety percent of all science teachers used their textbooks in excess 
of 90% of teaching time (Harms, 1981; Stake & Easley，1978; Weiss, 1978). Moreover, the 
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study carried out by the International Association for the Evaluation Achievement (lEA) in 
mid-eighties showed that textbooks are the major teaching and learning materials at both the 
primary and secondary levels in Hong Kong (Holbrook，1991). However, researches about 
textbooks of secondary sciences are rare in Hong Kong. In particular, there is no previous 
studies of S4-5 chemistry in Hong Kong. This study can contribute to this area. Moreover， 
a study of chemistry textbooks can provide suggestions for revision. 
Thirdly, syllabus is the official curriculum and it represents the authority of the 
Education Department and the Examinations Authority. Moreover, textbooks are usually 
written according to the syllabus because they must be approved by the Education Department 
before use. However, the number of studies of syllabuses are even smaller than that of the 
textbooks. Past studies concerning STS were done on textbooks only while syllabuses is one 
of the curriculum materials analysed in this study. Therefore, the study can give an early and 
initial exploration of the methodology for analysing syllabuses especially secondary chemistry. 
Fourthly, the present study can show both the frequency and percentage of inclusion 
of STS topics in S4-5 chemistry syllabuses and that in textbooks in Hong Kong. Then, it can 
reveal whether the new chemistry curriculum includes more STS information in content by 
comparing the new and old syllabuses and textbooks. Moreover, the percentage of inclusion 
for each STS topic can show the relative proportion and distribution of various STS topics. 
The information can help the curriculum developers to revise the chemistry syllabus and can 
also facilitate the authors and publishers to review and then modify their textbooks in the 
future. 
Fifthly, different textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus are compared as well 
as textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus. Any difference among textbooks for the 
new or old Chemistry Syllabuses could be found. It could then reveal if there is any 
difference in the overall inclusion of all STS topics and inclusion of each STS topic in 
different textbooks covering the same Chemistry Syllabus. The difference may be due to the 
relative emphasis placed by different textbook writers on all the STS topics as well as each 
topic. 
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Sixthly, in Hong Kong, textbooks of primary and secondary schools must be examined 
and then approved by the Education Department before use. Then, the approved textbooks 
should reflect the requirement stated in the subject syllabuses theoretically. The new and the 
old chemistry syllabus are compared as well as the new and the old textbooks. Subsequently, 
this study can examine whether the changes in syllabuses and textbooks are consistent. If the 
changes are the same or similar, it reflects that textbooks are most likely to follow the 
requirement of the syllabus; otherwise, the textbook writers ‘violate，the requirement of the 
syllabus and the reasons behind are worth of further study. 
1.5 Definition of Terms 
Scholars have different views on the definition of the following terms commonly used 
in this research. It is necessary to clarify them. 
Sciencc-Technology-Society (STS) 
Solomon (1991) states that it is difficult to define Science-Technology-Society (STS) 
though it has now achieved recognition and visibility as a subject in the school science 
curricula of some countries. The Special Task Force of the National Science Teacher 
Association (NSTA) also defines STS broadly. The researcher modified their concepts on STS 
and then developed the following operational definition: 
"STS is an approach and it is essentially interdisciplinary in that it aims to 
explore the interactions between science knowledge, technological application, 
and the social context which directs the endeavours and either benefits or 
suffers from the results. STS means focusing upon current issues or real world 
problems instead of starting with concepts and processes. It attempts at their 
resolutions as the best way of preparing people for current and future 
citizenship roles.“ 
(modified from Solomon, 1991，p.948; NSTA, in press) 
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This research only studies the content aspect of "Science, Technology, Society" which 
is identified by the STS topics. Then, in this research, STS topics are defined in the following 
way: 
STS topics are the scientific themes, problems or issues which are relevant to 
the society and/or technology. They provide the knowledge or information 
through which students can solve problems and make informed decisions 
subsequently. 
(modified from Bybee & Mau，1986; Merryfield, 1991) 
Curriculum 
Goodlad (1979) and his associates have listed five different concepts of curriculum, 
each operating at a different level. 
1. Ideal Curriculum 
2. Formal Curriculum 
3. Perceived Curriculum 
4. Operational Curriculum 
5. Experiential Curriculum 
The concept of formal curriculum is used to describe the term "curriculum" in this 
study. According to Goodlad (1979), "formal curriculum includes those proposals that are 
approved by state and local boards. Such a curriculum may be a collection of ideal curricula, 
modification of the ideal, or other curriculum policies’ guides, syllabi, texts sanctioned by 




Syllabus is one of the curriculum materials analysed in this study. It should be defined 
clearly to distinguish from curriculum as follows: 
"The syllabus is a plan for an entire course. The plan typically includes the goals 
and!or rationale for the course’ topics covered, resources used’ assignments given, 
and evaluation strategies recommended. Occasionally syllabi might also include 
learning objectives, learning activities, and study questions. Thus, syllabus represents 
the plan for a course, elements of both the ends and the means of the course,“ 
(Posner，1992, p.5) 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Since chemistry is the subject to be studied in this research, it is necessary to review 
the recent development of chemical education. In particular, chemical education in foreign 
countries can reveal the world trend of curriculum development while the local situation 
allows the researcher to find out the development and the trend of chemical education in 
Hong Kong, 
A review of the concept and development of "Science-Technology-Society" can give 
a deeper understanding of such a world trend of science education. More importantly, the 
STS topics reviewed can help the researcher to develop an analytical framework for 
undergoing content analysis. 
Relevant researches include syllabuses and science textbooks. They give valuable 
information which is important for the development of the research design, sample selection, 
data collection and data analysis in this study. 
In addition, a review of content analysis introduces the basic research designs of 
content analysis. It also gives the researcher information of how to analyse the curriculum 
materials, information of data treatment, and information of how to interpret the findings. 
Furthermore, the review can also remind the researcher of the issues of validity and 
reliability. 
2.1 Curriculum Development of Chemical Education 
2.1.1 Trend of the Curriculum Development of Chemical Education in Foreign 
Countries 
A conference on chemical education is held in the United States biennially. The 
innovations and development of chemical education in the United States are discussed in the 
conference. 
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At the Eighth Biennial Conference on Chemical Education in 1984，intellectual skills 
development via chemistry was studied. On the other hand, Gardener has given a speech 
entitled ‘Significant Concerns in Contemporary Chemical Education \ He stated that the world 
of education is on the move and the chemical community is the acknowledged leader in this 
movement. At the Conference, Good also stated that topics related to the environment were 
very important to the education of the future citizens. In addition, such topics as heavy metals 
in the environment, acidity ajnd particulate matter in rainwater, and organic herbicides should 
be interspersed among the regular chemistry topics whenever appropriate. Good also 
introduced activities like reports, posters, and debates as well as teacher presentations to 
emphasize the need for students to apply what they leam to current debates about policies like 
nuclear power (Oma, 1985). 
The Tenth Biennial Conference on Chemical Education has a unifying theme -
"Teaching Chemistry: A Problem We Can SolveThere is a trend that new technologies will 
play an increasingly important role in both the practice and teaching of chemistry. Chemical 
education and the chemical industry are clearly linked to one another (Phillips & Phillips, 
1989). 
At the 11th Biennial Conference on Chemical Education, in a lecture entitled "Future 
Chemistry: Expanded Frontier versus Constrained Resources"，Mark Wrighton (1990) stated 
that members of our society need to be scientifically literate and should be exposed to the 
intellectual challenge of the study of chemistry. Gardner delivered a lecture entitled 
"Designing New Chemistry Courses’ Curriculum, Structures, and Teaching Strategies, K-12 -
for the Decade of the 1990's". She also pointed out the importance of building science 
literacy in the general student population, in addition to the more traditional career 
preparation of the past (Mellon, Pulliam & Berger，1991). 
From the three conferences, a trend is noted that chemistry is no longer seen as a 
purely theoretical subject. It should relate to the various aspects of daily lives especially 
environment and technologies. Chemistry should develop a scientifically literate person and 
not a scientist or scholar. 
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In the United Kingdom, the public also concerns the following: 
1. the need to update syllabuses, 
2. the need to broaden access and make science education less elitist, 
3. the need to develop positive attitudes and a better understanding of the role of science 
and technology, 
4. the need to help students appreciate the significance of what they are learning in 
relation to the world of work, 
5. the need to involve students actively in their studies and to stimulate their thinking. 
(Phillips & Hunt, 1992) 
Then, the Association for Science Education (ASE) has developed the SATIS project 
to meet the above needs in 1987. The project describes broad themes related to: (1) the nature 
of science, (2) the nature of technology, and (3) decision making in society related to science 
and technology (Phillips & Hunt，1992). 
The SATIS publications have helped teachers explore a great variety of classroom 
strategies. There are at least 25 different activities in SATIS 16-19，and these contribute 
greatly to the success of the project. They provide valuable opportunities to develop core 
skills such as problem solving and communication (Phillips & Hunt，1992). 
Out of the total of 100 units so far published, around 25 are specifically concerned 
with chemistry. A large number of themes and contexts are explored such as health and 
safety, environmental issues as well as economic aspects (Phillips & Hunt, 1992). 
It can be seen that science course, SATIS, in United Kingdom applies the social 
relevance stated in the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus in Hong Kong. It explores many social 
issues. Moreover, it makes use of many classroom activities to develop the process skills 
especially problem solving skills. 
On the other hand, the Australian Academy of Science has also developed a new-
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generation secondary school chemistry course during the years 1980-1984. This project aims 
at providing a chemistry course that is more interesting for，more enjoyable to, and more 
understandable by most students than the past courses. At the same time, where necessary, 
rigor is maintained to ensure that the course is suitable as a prerequisite for tertiary-level 
chemistry courses (Bucat & Cole，1988). 
Some of the guiding philosophies and design decisions of the Australian Project are 
summarised below: 
A school chemistry course should be satisfying, meaningful, and useflil for all 
students -for those who are not proceeding to tertiary study as well as to those 
who are. 
Theories，concepts, and generalizations are important for the organization of 
knowledge, but only provided that: 
(1) the knowledge to be ordered is useful and significant to the students in 
their present or potential environments. 
(2) the theories and concepts are not too difficult for meaningful 
understanding by the bulk of students. 
Chemistry is not an isolated body of knowledge and processes，confined to test-
tube reactions in the classroom. The interaction of people and chemistry is 
important. In this context, chemistry is not value-free. 
A chemistry course should provide opportunities for students to become aware 
of the role of chemistry in industry and technology - especially when such 
industry is local to the school or home. 
Every opportunity should be taken to relate the chemistry content to out-of-
school contexts with which the students are familiar. 
(Bucat & Cole，1988，pp.777-779) 
In line with the guiding philosophies, the sequence of topics is from the concrete to 
the abstract, the observable to the theoretical. Consequently, the course commence "Earth “ 
with reactions of familiar materials - the common metals. Logically, this introduces oxidation 
and reduction, electrochemical cells, electrolysis, corrosion, and reduction of ores to metals 
(Bucat and Cole，1988). The new chemistry course emphasizes the role of chemistry in 
industry and technology, and the relation of chemistry content with the daily lives of students. 
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It is not a purely academic subject. 
Implications 
The above section shows that the social relevance approach is being pursued 
worldwide especially the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia. The chemistry 
programmes in these countries intend to relate chemistry to society and technology in order 
to build up the scientifically literate persons. In addition to knowledge, process skills are also 
important to the students. They include the developments of scientific thinking, problem 
solving skills, decision making skills, communication skills as well as attitudes. In Hong 
Kong, the secondary chemistry curricula are also moving towards this direction. They do not 
only aim at training the elites and the approach tends to be less academically oriented but 
becomes more society relevant (Holbrook, 1992; Holbrook，1991; Wong, 1991). 
In contents, such areas as environment, energy, industry, health, etc. are emphasized 
while the teaching approach tends to be socially oriented. That is, teaching goes from society 
to the conceptual framewoilc rather than from the underlying principles to their applications. 
Indeed, as Holbrook (1991) pointed out, "the trend in teaching of chemistry worldwide is 
from chemistry for chemist towards chemistry for the citizenship" (p.22). 
2.1.2 Situation of Chemical Education in Hong Kong 
Chemistry courses in Hong Kong have followed the approach of Chem Study and 
Nuffield Chemistry in the late，50s and early，60s and they emphasized on creating a 
foundation of fundamental principles on which further chemical ideas could be built. They 
could be described as training for the future chemists, but doing little for anyone else. Then, 
chemistry became divorced from technology and it was considered a pure rather than an 
applied subject (Holbrook, 1991). 
Recently, the direction of chemistry teaching begins to change. Firstly, more emphases 
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are placed on science, the chemistry around us. Then, students may try to understand from 
a societal viewpoint rather than from that of a chemist. Secondly, the importance of 
equipping students with abilities of making responsible decisions is increasing (Holbrook, 
1991). 
Feedback from the seminars of Education Department held in November 1989 showed 
that Hong Kong teachers saw the old syllabus as being too academic (CDC, 1991a). Holbrook 
(1991) argued that the Old CE chemistry course was too academic, not so much by its content 
or indeed approach, but more with the narrow range of skills being taught and assessed. It 
is more important to emphasize the skills than rote memory learning because skills like 
knowledge, problem solving skills, practical skills, communication skills, decision making 
skills, and attitude are useful outside the classroom. 
Moreover, the lEA carried out a study of science education in Hong Kong primary 
and secondary schools in the mid-eighties. It revealed diat teachers generally felt the 
development of abilities and the systematic acquisition of concepts important (Holbrook, 
1990a). 
The relevance and application of science to society are emphasized as well as the 
breath of skills. They should be reflected in the subject syllabus and especially the science 
textbooks. 
2.2 The Nature of Science-Techiiology-Society (STS) 
2.2.1 Emergence of STS 
In the post-war years, two very substantial areas of need for 'citizen science' engaged 
in education. Firstly, the public became aware of the environmental effects of new 
technologies. Then, "all people need some science education so that they can think, speak 
and act on those matters, related to science, which may affect their quality of living" 
(Solomon, 1993，p. 15). Secondly, a group of the world's top intellectuals, economists and 
businessmen in The Club of Rome concerned about future global developments which would 
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produce more understanding of the world's predicament, and stimulate new attitudes and 
policies to address them. Therefore, science began to address global problems, including 
those in the developing world (Solomon, 1993). 
A number of science educators (e.g。Yoimg，1971; Ziman, 1980; Holman, 1988; 
Aikenhead, 1989; Solomon, 1993) advocate that the roles of science education should not 
only aim at promoting the acquisition of concepts and processes of science, but should also 
emphasize an understanding of the relationship between science and technology and society. 
The idea is coined into the term "Science-Technology-Society" (STS), in order to highlight 
the important relationship between science and the technological and social contexts (Yip, 
1994). Over the past decade, STS has become a major focus in science education worldwide. 
Science educators have recognized that scientific content and skills should be taught and 
studied in the meaningful context of technology and society (Fensham, 1988). 
2.2.2 The Characteristics of STS 
Simply speaking, science is concerned with "knowing why" while technology is 
concerned with "knowing how". The relations between science and technology have changed 
over the centuries. They began as two separate fields - one to explain nature and other to alter 
and control it but they come together in recent times (Kranzberg, 1991). Furthermore, 
Cutcliffe (1990) also stated that science and technology "are complex enterprises taking place 
in specific social contexts shaped by’ and in turn shaping’ human values as reflected and 
refracted in cultural, political, and economic institutions" (p.363). 
Science and technology are very human activities and they are an inherent part of our 
social milieu. All sorts of human activities, thoughts, values, and hopes are included in 
society, and our social environment extends from the family to the neighbour, the country, 
and nowadays, largely as a result of the applications of science and technology, to the world 
(Kranzberg, 1991). 
Subsequently, according to Solomon (1993)，the final ‘S，，in STS, is often assumed 
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to be a backcloth for the science and technology being taught. Curriculum developers point 
out how useful the innovation they are teaching about has been to society, how it has 
improved the quality of living, and has increased industrial production in order to justify their 
curriculum materials. That, for them, comprises the whole social context. 
Students may integrate their personal understanding of the natural world (science 
content) with both the made-made world (technology) and the social world of the students' 
day-to-day experience (society). These science-technology-society interconnections are 
illustrated by the arrows in Figure 1. The unbroken arrows represent a student making sense 
of science content. The broken arrows represent the connections made in STS teaching 
materials that provide science content in this integrative context (Hofstein, Aikenhead & 
Riquarts, 1988). 
SCIENCE 
J Naturol y 
/ Environment \ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
/ / \ \ 
/
Mon-Made Sociol 、 
Environment Environment \ 
TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY 
JFigure 1. The relationship between Science, Technology and Society 
and the student. 
t Based on OGBURN, W. 1 956, Technology as environment. Sociology and Social Rcscarch, 
Vol. 16 (Sept/Oct), pp. 3-9. 
In addition, the distinguishing features of STS within science education include: 
1. An understanding of the environment threats, including global ones, to the quality of 
life. 
2. The economic and industrial aspects of technology. 
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3. Some understanding of the failure nature of science. 
4. Discussion of personal opinions and values, as well as democratic actions. 
5. A multi-cultural dimension. 
(Solomon, 1993, p. 18) 
2.2.3 Importance of STS 
Many of the problems facing society, which involved not only science and technology 
alone, but also human values, social organization, environmental concerns, economic 
resources, political decisions, and other factors, are "interface problems", that is, the 
interface between science, technology and society. They can only be solved by the application 
of scientific knowledge, technical expertise, social understanding, and humane compassion 
(Kranzberg, 1991). 
According to Bybee (1987), "education, and subsequently science education, is a 
social institution “ (p.672). Science education, in particular, is an education about the 
knowledge, applications, skills, and values relative to science and technology (Bybee, 1987). 
Lewis (1979) pointed out the need to show students the relevance of science to their everyday 
lives, to show that scientific and technological activities can be both beneficial and 
detrimental to society and the environment and to understand the nature of decision-making 
within a scientific context. 
All students must also develop "technological literacy", that is, some understanding 
of our technological age. Since the world has changed, the humanities and social sciences 
must also change. Then, they must be included in STS issues in order to help students 
understand the world in which they live. Hence, people especially students must be educated 
the interactions of science and technology with each other and with society (Kranzberg, 
1991). 
STS is concerned with the application and issues of science in society. By taking 
applications and issues as starting points, STS is effective to integrate a science course 
because issues are by their nature interdisciplinary. Relevant scientific facts and theories can 
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also be developed from these starting points. 
In addition, the STS approach can also nurture students the problem solving skills and 
decision making skills (NSTA, in press; Yager, 1990). 
Moreover, the Iowa Chautauqua programme proved that STS learning is more 
effective than non-STS learning in various aspects (Yager, 1990). 
The contrasts include: 
1. STS students outperform non-STS students in their mastery of process skills by two 
times. 
2. Attitude is three times better for STS students than non-STS students. 
3. Student creativity as observed in terms of quantity of questions generated, predictions 
of certain consequences, and ideas about possible causes for given phenomenon are 
increased by a factor of two in favour of STS students. 
4. Student creativity in terms of quality/unique questions, prediction of consequences, 
and ideas about possible causes are six times greater for STS students than non STS 
students. 
5. The ability of students to utilize information and processes in new situations is three 
to four times greater for STS students than non-STS students. 
(Yager, 1989) 
2.2.4 Comparison between Traditional and STS Courses 
The distinguishing features of STS can be revealed if STS courses are compared and 
contrasted between the traditional ones. A STS course adopts an integrated approach and it 
emphasizes the active involvement of students in learning and the societal aspect of 
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knowledge. Ijn STS courses, science is an experience while science is only a study of 
information for the traditional courses. In traditional courses, students are taught to see 
science processes as skills scientists possess. Students see no value or use of their studies of 
science to life and they also see no value in their studies for resolving current societal 
problems. In STS courses, students are taught to see science processes as skills they need and 
can use. Students can relate their studies to their daily lives and they also become involved 
in resolving societal issues. Detailed contrasts between STS and traditional courses are listed 
in Appendix A (Yager, 1990). 
2,2,5 Introduction of STS courses in Foreign Countries 
The Science And Technology In Society (SATIS) projects from the Association for 
Science Education in the United Kingdom have developed a large number of STS units to link 
to the science curriculum (Hunt, 1988). These units manifest science and technology in fields 
as diverse as agriculture, food, industry, biotechnology and energy provision. 
More importantly, SATIS publications are interactive: students are required to play 
an active part in their learning through role-plays, simulation, discussion, data analysis, 
decision-maldiig exercises and similar activities. The active learning is successful in 
motivating pupils and in broadening the context of science, and it is an important 
characteristic of successfiil STS courses (Holman, 1990). 
STS approaches such as those adopted by SATIS and similar projects have been 
proved to be successful because they: 
1. motivate pupils by engaging their interest; 
2. help pupils develop relevant scientific knowledge and skills that will be useful in their 
future lives regardless of whether or not they become specialist scientists; 
3. help pupils evaluate statements made in the media and elsewhere that claim to be 
scientific; 
4. help pupils evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of scientific and technological activity 
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to society and the environment. 
(Holman, 1990) 
The Salters science course was developed by the University of York in the UK. It is 
a science course for 13 to 16 years old which begins from science issues and applications. 
Each unit concentrates on a particular area of science but the units cover the major areas 
where science, technology and society interact, thus providing an integrated science 
curriculum. For example, the units, babies, drinks, and metals, bring out the major science 
topics, human reproduction, particles and pure substances, and uses and reactivity of metals 
respectively (Holmaji, 1990). Teaching begins from applications to the underlying principles 
and scientific concepts. 
Furthermore, this curriculum also extends to a number of social issues, such as noise 
pollution, traffic safety, alcohol abuse and heart disease, that are not covered in a traditional 
science course. Then, the Salters Science course aims to teach pupils science that will be 
useful in their own lives, whether or not they choose to study science further (Holman, 
1990). In addition, the Salters Science course also provides a variety of teaching and learning 
activities and they are all designed to involve students actively in their own learning. Then, 
activities like discussion exercises, problem-solving, data interpretation, decision-making and 
active reading exercises are all included, in addition to laboratory practical work. This range 
of learning activities reflects the wide range of skills and processes that are involved in 
learning about science in the real world. This broadening of contexts, content, skills and 
learning activities is beneficial to the integration of science including various disciplines 
(Holman, 1990). 
On the other hand, the American Chemical Society (ACS) also sponsored to publish 
high school text entitled ChemCom: Chemistry in the Community. It was designed for college-
bound students who are not science-oriented. The philosophy, goals, decision-making 
activities and student assessment are student-centred and adopt the social relevance approach. 
The text is an altomative to the traditional lecture course. According to the study of 
Chiappetta, Sethna and Sethna (1991b)，the textbook devotes approximately 30% of its text 
to STS and then it is the textbook that includes the largest proportion of STS. 
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2.2.6 Classification of STS Topics 
The present study analyses the content of curriculum materials. Information of STS 
will be reviewed to develop a framework for analysis. A number of science educators such 
as Rosenthal (1984)，Merryfield (1991)，Bybee and Mau (1986)，and the STS Focus Group 
of the Project Synthesis (Piel, 1981) have identified some social issues or developed some 
STS topics after extensive review of related literature or survey of the responses of experts 
in science education through questionnaire. Their topics concerning STS are summarised in 
Table 1 as follows: 
Table 1 Classification of STS Topics by Different Science Educators 
I Rosenthal Merryfield Bybee & Man Project Synthesis 
1. Nature of Science 1. Environmental 1. World Hunger and 1. Energy 
2. Social system of Issues Food Resources 2. Population 
science 2. Health and 2. Population Growth 3. Human 
3. Human behaviour Population Issues 3. Air Quality and Engineering 
4. Population 3. Economic Issues Atmosphere 4. Environmental 
5. Food supply and 4. Transportation 4. Water Resources Quality 
agriculture and 5. War Resources 5. Utilization of 
6. Human reproduction Communication 6. War Technology Natural Resources 
7. Human genetics 5. Food and Hunger 7. Human Health and 6. Space Research 
8. Human health 6. Energy Disease and National 
9. Evolution 7. Military Issues 8. Energy Shortages Defense 
110. Energy resources 9. Land Use 7. Sociology of 
11 • Environment 10. Hazardous substances Science 
12. Space research/ 11. Nuclear Reactors 8. Effects of 
exploration 12. Extinction of Plants Technological 
and Animals Development 
13. Mineral Resources 
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Rosenthal's list biased towards biology because it includes such topics as human 
behaviour, food supply and agriculture, human reproduction, human genetics, human health, 
and evolution. Besides，Merryfield's list includes too little STS topics and they are not 
enough to cover the social issues of STS. Moreover, the topic, economic issues, only has 
weak relationship with science and technology. On the other hand, for the list of Bybee and 
Mau, some of the topics are too specific. Although the list includes the largest number of 
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topics among the four lists, they are not broad enough to cover the general social issues. In 
particular, the topic, air quality and atmosphere, excludes other issues relating environmental 
protection such as water pollution and disposal of solid wastes. The list also limits to the 
shortages of energy only but other issues concerning energy such as use of energy, alternative 
energy sources, and effect of population growth on consumption of energy, etc. cannot be 
categorized. 
The STS topics identified by the Project Synthesis were used in this research because 
the framework was developed for STS. It is applicable to various science disciplines. 
Furthermore, most of the topics are relevant to chemistry which is the focus of this study. 
In addition, the last topic, "effects of technological development", includes anything a teacher 
would wish to include if it relates to the technology/society interface. This category was 
included because the STS area is dynamic in nature and it makes much curriculum out of date 
as important technological developments occur in areas not originally included (Piel, 1990). 
Any important technological developments which cannot be categorized can then be included 
in the topic. A detailed descriptions and desired student outcomes of the STS topics are 
shown in Appendix B. 
In addition, the STS focus group of the Project Synthesis had reviewed four important 
studies concerning science education. Three studies were funded by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) while the other one was funded by the Office of Education (OE). 
Moreover, Rosenthal's categories 狀e broad, whereas the list of Project Synthesis includes 
more detailed information with more specific descriptions of topics used to define STS 
(Chiang-Soong & Yager，1993). 
2.3 Relevant Researches of Curriculum Materials 
2.3.1 Researches of Syllabuses 
Syllabuses is a guideline for the textbooks writers to write and design the textbooks. 
It also influences the relevant public and internal examinations, instruction of teacher, and 
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even teacher education (Wong, Fung & Yu, 1994). The analysis and evaluation of syllabuses 
become a necessary part of the teacher profession (Ariav, 1986; Posner, 1992). 
Moreover, syllabus is one of the six common concepts of curriculum described by 
Posner (1992). He states that syllabus is a plan for the entire course. It represents the plan 
for a course, elements of both the ends and th^ means of the course，Syllabus is an official 
curriculum, or say written curriculum (Posner, 1992). Therefore, the analysis of syllabus is 
important to know and study the curriculum. 
In the mid-eighties, the lEA studied the intended curriculum of science education in 
Hong Kong primary and secondary schools. The science study used a classification system 
for the description of science curricula that has two dimensions: 
1. the content dimension 
2. the process dimension 
(Holbrook, 1990b; Holbrook, 1989) 
Both the content and process coverage are modified from the work of Klopfer (1971). 
In the content dimension, 58 categories were grouped into 4 traditional areas of Earth Science 
(categories 1-6), Biology (7-23)，Chemistry (24-38) and Physics (39-58) in rating the intended 
curriculum. There are 15 categories concerning chemistry. In the process dimension, 14 
categories were adopted (Holbrook, 1990b; Holbrook, 1989). In addition, the lEA has also 
developed an additional set of categories which relate students' learning experiences to their 
practical experiences in their own environment. 
A comparison of Hong Kong and international curriculum coverage was made. At the 
secondary 2 level, less emphasis is placed on chemistry in Hong Kong than the international 
average. At secondary 6/7 levels. Hong Kong's ratings are slightly higher than the 
international curriculum average in most of the content areas. Environmental Chemistry and 
Chemistry of Life Processes are the areas outside the Hong Kong chemistry curriculum. It 
reflects a lack of biochemistry and environmental links (Holbrook, 1990a). 
In addition, process skills are not emphasized in Hong Kong. Knowledge and 
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observation are the main areas of attention at both primary 4 and secondary 2 levels. At the 
secondary 6/7 levels, the science curricula in Hong Kong put a greater emphasis in process 
skills than the foreign science curricula does (Holbrook, 1990a). 
For the evaluation of the curriculum, the analysis of content and process skills are 
based on the subjective impression of the researchers. A panel of science inspectors from the 
Education Department independently gave a rating on the content and process skills of the 
curriculum perceived as intended by curriculum developers. However, the comparison of 
Hong Kong and international curriculum coverage may not be valid and representative. The 
ratings to the intended curriculum of different countries or cities are judged by different raters 
from different countries though some guidelines for rating are provided. 
In conclusion, the research conducted by the lEA studied the intended curriculum, 
particularly the syllabus, from different dimensions. Although they have their shortcomings, 
they can help the researcher to explore the approach and the method of studying syllabuses. 
Particularly, rating by impression is not a good method to analyse curriculum materials. 
In addition, since the present study concerns with the content aspect of chemistry, the 
content areas of chemistry and the additional set of categories are referred by the researcher 
to develop or select suitable areas as the STS topics. The researcher found that chemistry in 
industry，environmental chemistry，chemistry of life processes, nuclear chemistry’ 
environmental science，and health science are the socially relevant science areas. 
2.3.2 Researches of Science Textbooks 
The focus groups of the Project Synthesis reported that textbooks exert an 
overwhelming dominance over the science learning experiences (Harms, 1981). Ninety 
percent of all science teachers used their textbooks in excess of 90% of the time (Harms, 
1981； Stake and Easley, 1978; Weiss, 1978). Moreover, students expected the textbook to 
provide nearly all information and as the framework from which all science was to be 
experienced. Even parents accepted textbook as the most important studying material and to 
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be used for assignments. Apparently, textbooks are widely accepted to provide an accurate 
record of what constitutes science study for nearly all students (Chiang-Soong & Yager， 
1993). An intensive study of what goes on in schools and science classrooms, "Case Studies 
in Science Educationeven reported that "textbooks largely dictated the curriculum. 
Curriculum did not venture beyond the boundaries set by the instructional materials “ (Stake 
& Easley, 1978，pp. 13-66). 
Moreover, textbook is also one of the six common concepts of curriculum described 
by Posner (1992). He states that textbook is the instructional material used as the guide for 
classroom instruction. It is one of the curriculum materials to reflect the formal curriculum 
(Goodlad, 1979). 
The lEA study carried out between 1984 and 1985 showed that textbooks are the 
major teaching and learning materials at both the primary and secondary levels in Hong 
Kong. With special reference to the junior secondary level, Holbrook (1990a) even stated that 
"it would appear that standard textbooks dominate in science studies and as 
these are most likely to be commercially produced, it would probably be a fair 
assumption to suggest that the science curriculum at this level is as per the 
interpretation given to it by commercial enterprises" (p.88). 
Chiappetta, Sethna and Fillmaii (1991a) conducted a study of science textbooks in 
various disciplines including life science，earth science, physics，and chemistry in the United 
States. The research examined the relative emphasis that has been given to the four themes 
of scientific literacy: 
1. Science as a body of knowledge 
2. Science as a way of investigating 
3. Science as a way of thinking 
4. Interaction among science, technology，and society 
They found that the emphasis on the interaction of science, technology, and society 
averages approximately 9% and it suggests that some publishers are attempting to make 
science textbooks more relevant for students (Chiappetta, Sethna & Fillman，1991a). 
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Chiappetta, Sethna and Fillman (1991c) also conducted a study of high school 
chemistry textbooks of the United States for scientific literacy themes and expository learning 
aids. The research examined the content of seven high school chemistry textbooks for 
curriculum balance and emphasis on four aspects of scientific literacy. In addition, the 
number of textbook pages，vocabulary terms, pictures, questions, and problems at the end of 
the chapter were determined. The interaction of science, technology and society ranges 
between 4% and 12% for the common chemistry textbooks. However, ChemCom devotes 
approximately 30% of its text to STS while CHEM Study devotes only 1 % to this aspect of 
scientific literacy (Chiapetta, Sethna & Fillman，1991c). 
The procedures of the analysis conducted by Chiappetta, Sethna, and Fillman (1991a， 
1991c) is described in details in a manual entitled "Procedures for conducting content analysis 
of science textbooks" (Chiappetta, Sethna & Fillman，1991b). More importantly, the units 
of analysis for science textbooks are also listed including complete paragraphs, questions, 
figures with captions, tables with captions, pictures with captions, marginal comments or 
definitions and each complete step of a laboratory or hands-on activity. 
In the late 1970s, two researches analyzed biology textbooks for social issues 
separately (Boschmann, Hendrix & Mertens, 1978). The two studies revealed that the 
inclusion of STS issues in biology textbooks was neither quantitatively nor qualitatively 
significant. 
Hamm and Adams (1987) analyzed 10 sixth- and seventh-grade science textbooks for 
the global problems identified by Bybee and Mau (1986). The global problems of population 
growth, world hunger, air quality and atmosphere, and water resources occupy less than two 
percent of the space. 
Chiang-Soong and Yager (1993) investigated 11 of the most frequently used secondary 
science textbooks in the U.S. to determine the space and percentage devoted to the STS 
topics. Different science disciplines and grade levels across 7-12 were compared in terms of 




3. Human Engineering 
4. Environmental Quality and Utilization of Natural Resources 
5. National Defense and Space 
6. Sociology of Science 
Z Effects of Technological Development 
"Environmental quality “ and "utilization of natural resources “ are two separate topics 
originally but Chiang-Soong and Yager (1993) combined them due to the overlapping of the 
subtopics. 
Results showed that less than 7% of the narrative space is devoted to STS topics, with 
a range of 11.5%. Moreover, the coverage of STS topics decreases as grade level increases. 
Therefore, a great discrepancy exists between goals for science education (an STS emphasis) 
and actual coverage in the most frequently used textbooks (Chiang-Soong & Yager, 1993). 
After a review of the analysis of science textbooks, By bee (1991) concludes that STS 
is minimally represented in the science cuiriculum for the majority of science students. The 
STS theme has not been emphasized by school personnel, textbook authors, and commercial 
publishers. 
In Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Association for Science and Mathematics Education 
(HKASME) conducted a symposium on resources for teaching of new certificate chemistry 
syllabus (1993) to report the results of an analysis of the six sets of secondary chemistiy 
textbooks recently published. The review is made on an agreed set of 6 criteria: 
L Ease in Reading 
2. Extent of Attraction! Interest 
3. Reinforcement 
4. Approach! Style 
5. Comprehension 
6. Experiment (Activity 
(HKASME, 1993) 
For ease of reading, textbooks of Jing Kung and Macmillan are the best while for 
extent of attraction/interest, Longman's textbooks score the highest mark. Jing Kung's 
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textbooks are the best in reinforcement while those of Jing Kung and Longman obtain the 
highest score in approach/style. For comprehension, textbooks of Jing Kung and Longman 
are the best ones while for experiment/activity, Longman get the highest mark. On the whole, 
textbooks of Jing Kung and Longman are the best. 
Although the study conducted by HKASME adopts a different analytical framework 
from the researcher, the content analysis of textbooks covering the new S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabus can act as an example to analyse other chemistry textbooks. Especially, the criteria, 
approach/style, is relevant to the STS approach because it emphasizes the social relevancy. 
The descriptions of this criteria is elaborated as follows: 
Approach 
- matching with CDC syllabus, social relevancy of text material, logical sequence of text 
material 
- fluency’ coherence，linkage with other activities 
Then, it was referenced to compare the results obtained in the present study in order 
to examine whether similar results could be obtained for the two independent studies of 
chemistry textbooks especially social relevancy claimed in the criteria, approach. 
The researcher referred to the procedures and units of analysis in the studies of 
Chiappetta, Sethna and Fillman (1991a, 1991b) because the unit of analysis in the studies of 
Chiappetta et al is a concept. And science subjects emphasize the teaching of concepts. On 
the other hand, the STS topics developed by the Project Synthesis and their descriptions are 
modified by the researcher as a framework for the analysis of curriculum materials. 
Especially, the procedures of data collection, interrater reliability and also data analysis give 
the researcher some insights to carry out the study. In addition, Chiappetta et al's study 
includes interaction among science, technology, and society as one of the four major themes 
of scientific literacy. The result of this theme can be compared with the overall inclusion of 
all STS topics in the present study. 
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2.4 Content Analysis 
Content analysis is used to determine the inclusion of STS topics in syllabuses and 
textbooks because the subjects of research are the documents. 
Holsti (1969) defined content analysis as follows: 
"Content analysis is a multipurpose research method developed specifically for 
investigating any problem in which the content of communication serves as the 
basis of inference" (p.2). 
"Content analysis is any technique for making inferences by objectively and 
systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages" (p. 14). 
After reviewing the viewpoints ofBerelson (1952)，Bowers (1970) and Hayers (1969), 
Yeung (1978) also described content analysis in the following way: 
(1) In methodology, content analysis is a method which emphasizes 
objective, systematic, and quantitative aspects. 
(2) In scope, it does not only analyze the message in the communication 
content but also study the entire process of communication. 
(3) In value, it does not only pinpoint the communication content to 
undergo descriptive explanation but it also infers or conjectures the 
effect of communication content on the entire process of 
communication. 
(4) Ijn unit of analysis, it mainly analyzes the various characteristics of 
language in the communication content. 
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According to Holsti (1969), all communication consists of six basic elements: source, 
encoding process, channel, message, decoding process’ and recipient. A schematic 
representation of the relationship between the six basic elements and the corresponding 
questions for these elements is shown in Figure 2. 
‘‘Content analysis 
is any technique. . > for making 
inferences. . . 
by objectively and systematically 
\ identifying specified character-
istics of messages" 
Source _ _ ^ Encoding y Channel _ M e s s a g e _ _ > > Recipient 
^ Process ^ 严 t^rocess 
^ ^ T ^ 
With 
Who? Why? How? 二 = 丨 t? 
Figure 2 Content analysis and the communication paradigm (Holsti, 1969，p.25) 
Content analysis always analyzes the message. The results of content analysis can be 
used to make inferences about all other elements of the communication process. Researches 
of content analysis have three different purposes. The messages may be analyzed to make 
inferences about 
1. the characteristics of the text, 
2. the causes or antecedents of messages, or 
3. the effects of communication 
(Holsti, 1969) 
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The three categories are different with respect to the questions which the investigator 
seeks to answer, the dimension of communication analyzed, and the types of comparisons 
(Holsti, 1969). Details of the three categories are described in Table 2. The present study 
analyzes the message aspect and it emphasizes to make inference about the characteristics of 
the text. 
Table 2 Content Analysis Research Designs (Holsti, 1969, p.26) 
Branch of 
purpose semiotics Types of comparisons Questions Research problem 
To describe characteristics Semantics Messages source A W h a t ? To describe trends in communication, 
of communication (sign/referent) 1. Variable X across time content 
Syntactics 2- Variable X across situations 丁 。 r e l a t e known characteristics of 
rcian/qisn^ 3. Variable X across audiences sources to the messages they produce 
(sign/signj 4 Variables X and Y within ^ . , ^ 
. , , . To audit communication content 
same universe of document . , 
against standards 
Messages, source type A/ ； ：“―— ： 、， 6 , 广 How? To analyze techniques of persuasion 
Messages, source type B nuw. ” 
Messages/standard . To analyze style — 
1. A priori To whom? To relate known characteristics of the 
2. Content audience to messages produced for 
3. Noncontent them 
To describe patterns of communication 
To make inferences as to Pragmatics Messages/nonsymboUc Why? To secure political and military 
the antecedents of commu- (sender/sign) behavioral data intelligence 
ndcation (the encoding 1. Direct To analyze psychological traits 
process) 2. Indirect of individuals 
To infer aspects of culture and 
cultural change 
To provide legal evidence 
Who? To answer questions of disputed 
authorship 
To make inferences as to the Pragmatics Sender messages/recipient With what To measure readability 
effects of communication (sign/receiver) messages effect? 丁 。 a n a l y z e the flow of information 
(the decoding process) Sender messages/recipient To assess responses to commua i ca t i on 
beha/toral data | 
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CHAPTER THREE: The Nature of the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
3.1 Background of the Development of the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
During an evaluation of the old Chemistry Syllabus in 1984-85 and an opinion survey 
conducted by the CDC Chemistry Committee (Secondary) in 1989, most chemistry teachers 
felt that a more socially oriented chemistry course should be offered in the future. In early 
June 1990, the CDC-HKEA Joint Working Party completed a draft of the revised CDC 
Chemistry Syllabus for S4-5. The CDC sent a questionnaire to secondary schools to solicit 
comments on the draft. A total of 217 schools returned their questionnaire. Subsequently, the 
draft of the revised syllabus was amended by the Joint Working Party in the light of school 
comments received (CDC, 1991b). In addition, in a workshop conducted by the CDC, 
participating chemistry teachers have designed some sample questions for the new Syllabus. 
Later, the CDC also held seminar on the new CDC Syllabus for Chemistry (Secondary 4-5) 
in late November and early December 1991 to introduce the rationale of the syllabus revision, 
to state the comparison between the new and old Syllabuses, and to describe the assessment 
of the new Chemistry Syllabus. Furthermore, the CDC also launched a questionnaire study 
on the revised CDC Syllabus. The aim of the study was to collect teachers' views on the 
various aspects regarding the implementation of the new Syllabus, particularly the need for 
in-service training and resources (CDC, 1992). Consequently, textbooks writers can have a 
deeper understanding of the new Chemistry Syllabus, particularly the society oriented 
approach. 
3.2 Teachers' Comments to the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
According to the questionnaire on the new CDC chemistry syllabus (S4-5), 89.5% of 
the sampled teachers agree with the socially relevant approach adopted in the chemistry 
syllabus. 93.5% of teachers think that the new Syllabus duly emphasizes the social, 
economical, environmental and technological implications of chemistry. 96.5% of the teachers 
think that the new Syllabus duly emphasizes the applications of chemistry (CDC, 1991a). In 
particular, 82.6% of the teachers think that the content of the new section - "Chemicals and 
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Health" is suitable at S4-5 level and 75.2% of teachers state that it is desirable to include this 
section in the new CDC Chemistry Syllabus (S4-5). It reflects that most of the chemistry 
teachers support to study S4-5 chemistry in a society oriented approach. 
3-3 Characteristics of the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
Aims and objectives, organization of content, and process skills and relevant activities 
are described to illustrate the differences between the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses. 
These differences can confirm that the new Chemistry Syllabus is society oriented. In 
addition, they are supplementary evidence to the findings of the present study. 
Aims and Objectives 
The following aims and objectives of the new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses are 
related to the society. It is noted that the new Chemistry Syllabus contain more society 
oriented aims and objectives. Moreover，in the new Chemistry Syllabus, the aims and 
objectives are student-centred. That is，students are encouraged to learn actively. However, 
the aims and objectives in the old Chemistry Syllabus are teacher-centred. Teachers take up 
the active role to "provide" students with knowledge, training and even experience. Some of 
the aims and objectives of both the new and old Chemistry Syllabuses are listed below to 
illustrate the difference. 
Aims of the new Chemistry Syllabus 
Students should: 
1. acquire an ability to think scientifically and independently and to make rational 
decisions 
2. develop an appreciation of chemistry and its application in daily life 
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3. become aware of the social, economic, environmental and technological implications 
of chemistry and show concern for the local environment and society 
(CDC, 1991c) 
Aims of the old Chemistry Syllabus 
The Syllabus provides pupils with: 
1. some appreciation of the social and economic consequences of the developments in 
chemistry 
(CDC, 1982) 
Objectives of the new Chemistry Syllabus 
For Objectives Categories F - Attitudes, students should: 
1. be willing to relate chemistry to its social, economic, environmental and technological 
implications 
2. be willing to communicate and make decision on issues related chemistry 
3 show interest in and concern for the care of the environment 
(CDC, 1991c) 
In addition, the objectives categories B and E are scientific method and problem 
solving skills, and decision making skills respectively. They are closely related to the STS 
approach. The complete sets of problem solving skills and decision making skills are listed 
in Appendix C. 
Objectives of the old Chemistry Syllabus 
Pupils should acquire: 
1. an appreciation of the relevance of chemistry in daily life 
2 an understanding of the role of chemistry in society and industry 
• (CDC, 1982) 
A much larger number of society oriented aims and objectives in the new Chemistry 
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Syllabus and the student-centred nature of these aims and objectives reveal that the new 
Chemistry course is more society oriented and comes nearer to the STS approach than the old 
Chemistry Syllabus. 
Organization of Content 
In addition, the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus tends to organize its content from 
society to the conceptual framework. Take section 2 - Common Metals as an example, the 
suggested learning structure is shown in Figure 3. 
Uses of common metals 
Choice of metals Reactivity of Word 
metals equations 
Explanation of uses based Extraction of Chemical 
on properties metals equations 
Corrosion of metals 
Protection of metals Alloys 
Figure 3 Suggested learning structure of common metals in the new S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabus (CDC, 1991c) 
The sequence of sub-topics is arranged as follows: 
2.1 Uses of common metals 
2.2 Reactivity of metals 
2.3 Corrosion of metals and their protection 
2.4 Alloys 
(CDC, 1991c) 
It is noted that a brief analysis of the uses of common metals and how they are related 
to their properties forms a convenient starting point in the chemistry around us. Students are 
suggested to do decision making exercise relating uses of metals to given properties. They 
are next suggested to debate the conservation of metals after learning the need for 
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conservation and recycling. These activities can nurture the problem solving skills and 
decision making skills of students (Tang & Wong，1993). After these socially relevant sub-
topics, the theoretical concepts such as reactivity of metals, extraction of metals, chemical 
equations are introduced. Later on，corrosion of metals and the methods of rust prevention 
are described. The Syllabus suggests students to do decision making exercise of the choice 
of methods of rust prevention. Finally, alloys and its uses are discussed. In particular, the 
new Chemistry Syllabus states that students should relate the use of the alloys mentioned to 
their properties as compared with the pure metals. This may also train students the decision 
making skills. 
In the old Chemistry Syllabus, there is a similar topic concerning metals, section 4 -
Reactivity of Common Metals and Redox Reactions. The sequence of sub-topics is arranged 
as follows: 
4.1 Action of metals on oxygen, water and acids 
4.2 Displacement of one metal by another 
4.3 Reduction of oxides 
4.4 Redox reactions 
4.5 Chemical cells 
4.6 Electrolysis 
4.7 Corrosion of metals and their protection 
(CDC, 1982) 
Nearly all the sub-topics are theoretical knowledge. They introduce the basic chemical 
reactions of metals such as reactions with oxygen, water and acids, displacement reactions, 
reduction of oxides and discuss the underlying principles of chemical reactions. Dry cell is 
the only application stated in the Syllabus but it is taught as an example of redox reaction 
only. In the last sub-topic 4.7’ although various methods of rust prevention are described, this 
sub-topic introduces corrosion as an electrochemical process first. Conversely, in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus, corrosion is introduced as the destructive attack of metals due to their 
reactions with air and water. It is a phenomenon and not a theory. It shows that the old 
Syllabus adopts a traditional and theoretical approach. However, in the new Chemistry 
Syllabus, the organization of content is society oriented and it goes from society to the 
conceptual framework. 
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Process Skills and Relevant Activities 
The new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus places more emphasis on the development of 
scientific thinking, communication skills, problem solving skills and decision making skills 
than the old Chemistry Syllabus (CDC, 1991c). The STS approach is closely related to the 
problem solving skills and decision making skills stated in the new Syllabus. For example, 
Yager (1990) claims that "STS requires students to seek knowledge for use, i.e.’ use in 
decision making, problem resolution, problem identification…“(p.45). The NSTA (in press) 
also describes STS as follows: "Basic to STS efforts is the production of an informed citizenry 
capable of making crucial decisions about current problems and taking personal actions as 
a result of these decisions. STS means focusing upon current issues and attempts at their 
resolution as the best way of preparing people for current and juture citizenry roles...“ 
(p.45). In addition, the major goal of STS programs is to develop a scientifically literate 
person (NSTA, in press). The scientifically literate person is one who ”uses concepts of 
science and of technology and ethical values in solving everyday problems and making 
responsible everyday decisions in everyday life, including work and leisure... “ (NSTA, in 
press). 
A great variety of teaching activities such as discussions, debates, library search, 
poster design, project work and decision making exercises is highly recommended in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus to facilitate the acquisition of the skills advocated. Especially, the 
development of STS-related skills such as problem solving skills and decision making skills 
can be successftilly achieved through the use of decision making exercise and the project 
work. In addition, experience in the discussion, debate and library search is also beneficial 
to the development of problem solving skills (Tang & Wong，1993). Social issues related to 
science are easier to be incorporated into the teaching content. Therefore, the introduction of 
these activities can reveal that the new Chemistry Syllabus is nearer to the STS approach than 
the old Chemistry Syllabus is. 
Table 3 presents the number of various experiments or activities suggested in the new 
and the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses. It is noted that the total number of experiments or 
activities in the new Syllabus is slightly larger tiian that of the old Syllabus. However, there 
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is a greater variety of activities introduced in the new Syllabus. Since most experiments are 
used to illustrate the theoretical concepts or underlying principles, the decrease in number of 
experiments allow a wider spectrum of student activities. Moreover，these activities, 
especially decision making exercise and project work, can arouse the interests of students and 
also enhance students' awareness of the interaction of science, technology, and society. 
Hence, it facilitates the implementation of the society oriented approach claimed in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus. Consequently, the new Chemistry Syllabus comes near the STS approach 
in addition to the content aspect, the STS topics. 
Table 3 Comparison of Experiments/Activities in Syllabus for Chemistry (S4-5) 
Activities New Syllabus Old Syllabus 
1. Experiments 71 95 
2. Exhibition/inspection 20 11 
3. Model building 4 5 
4. Project 3 1 
5. Debate 5 0 
6. ETV 4 0 
7. Discussion 3 0 
8. Decision making 3 0 
9. Library search 2 0 
10. Poster design 1 0 
11. Card game 1 0 
12. Visit ~ 1 0 
Total I 118 112 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^mmjgnnjunjMunmioBmpnnMnng—BMgTcilBanrpnmrmrrrrTT—-r-f—•• • • I • • 
(CDC, 1991a) 
In the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus, the student-centred aims and objectives, a larger 
number of society oriented objectives, the organization of content from uses and applications 
of science or technology, and the STS-related activities such as problem solving exercises and 
decision making exercises are all beneficial to the STS approach. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH DESIGN 
4.1 Research Questions 
The present study is to investigate the inclusion of Science-Technology-Society (STS) 
topics in secondary 4 to 5 chemistry in Hong Kong. It aims at comparing the overall 
inclusion of all STS topics in the new and old S4-5 chemistry curriculum as well as the 
inclusion of each STS topic. Subsequently, the following research questions were developed 
as guidelines for the study. 
For the Secondary 4 to 5 Chemistry Syllabuses in Hong Kong, 
1. What is the overall inclusion of all STS topics and the inclusion of each STS topic in 
the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses? 
2. What is the difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics and the difference on 
inclusion of each STS topic between the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses? 
For the Secondary 4 to 5 Chemistry textbooks in Hong Kong, 
3. What is the overall inclusion of all STS topics and the inclusion of each STS topic in 
textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the old 
Chemistry Syllabus? 
4. What is the difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics and the difference on 
inclusion of each STS topic between different textbooks covering the new Chemistry 
Syllabus? 
5 What is the difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics and the difference on 
inclusion of each STS topic between different textbooks covering the old Chemistry 
Syllabus? 
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6. What is the difference on average overall inclusion of all STS topics and the 
difference on average inclusion of each STS topic between new and old chemistry 
textbooks? 
7. What is the difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics and the difference on 
inclusion of each STS topic between new and old chemistry textbooks of the same 
author and publisher? 
For the comparison between Secondary 4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses and textbooks, 
8. What is the difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics and the difference on 
inclusion of each STS topic between the new Chemistry Syllabus and new chemistry 
textbooks? 
9. What is the difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics and the difference on 
inclusion of each STS topic between the old Chemistry Syllabus and old chemistry 
textbooks? 
4.2 Hypotheses 
The hypotheses of the present study are stated as follows: 
1. There is no significant difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics between the 
new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. 
2. There is no significant difference on inclusion of each STS topic between the new S4-
5 Chemistry Syllabus and the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. 
3 There is no significant difference on ovetall inclusion of all STS topics between 
different textbooks covering the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. 
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4. There is no significant difference on inclusion of each STS topic between different 
textbooks covering the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. 
5. There is no significant difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics between 
different textbooks covering the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. 
6. There is no significant difference on inclusion of each STS topic between different 
textbooks covering the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. 
7. There is no significant difference on average overall inclusion of all STS topics 
between textbooks covering the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering 
the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
8. There is no significant difference on average inclusion of each STS topic between 
textbooks covering the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the old 
Chemistry Syllabus. 
9. There is no significant difference on overall inclusion of all STS topics between 
textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the old 
Chemistry Syllabus of the same author and publisher. 
10. There is no significant difference on inclusion of each STS topic between textbooks 
covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the new Chemistry 
Syllabus of the same author and publisher. 
11. The overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new Chemistry Syllabus is similar to 
that in the new chemistry textbooks. 
12. The inclusion of each STS topic in the new Chemistry Syllabus is similar to that in 
the new chemistry textbooks. 
13. The overall inclusion of all STS topics in the old Chemistry Syllabus is similar to that 
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in the old chemistry textbooks. 
14. The inclusion of each STS topic in the old Chemistry Syllabus is similar to that in the 
old chemistry textbooks. 
4.3 Analytical Framework of The Study 
The analytical framework used was the classification of the STS topics. The topics 
were used to analyze the new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses and textbooks in Hong 
Kong. 
The STS topics identified by the Project Synthesis were used in this research because 
the framework was developed for STS. It is applicable to various science disciplines. In 
addition, it was widely used by other science educators such as Chiang-Soong and Yager 
(1993) to analyse textbooks of various science disciplines. Moreover, most of the topics are 
relevant to chemistry which is the focus of this study. 
"Human health" is a social issue identified by Rosenthal (1984) and "human health 
and disease" is also one of the global problems identified by Bybee and Mau (1986). 
Moreover, "health science" is a supplemented content area in the study of science education 
in Hong Kong conducted by the lEA (Holbrook, 1990a). 
In addition，a number of social issues concerning food were mentioned by experienced 
researchers in content analysis of science textbooks. "Food Supply and Agriculture", "food 
and hunger'* ’ and "world hunger and food resources" are the issues identified by Rosenthal 
(1984)，Merryfield (1991)，and Bybee and Mau (1986) respectively. 
Hence, it is appropriate to include "human health “ and "food and agriculture “ as STS 
topics for content analysis. A condensed and revised version of the STS topics used to define 
the content aspect of the STS approach is given in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Classification of Science-Technology-Society (STS) Topics used in the 
Study 
1. Energy, including: 
Resources, problems, waste, conservation, use, and quality of life 
2. Population，including: 
Population growth, impact of overpopulation, population problems, population 
control, family planning 
3. Human Engineering, including: 
Abortion, organ transplants, cloning, genetic engineering, behavioural modification, 
effects of emerging technologies to control life and death, living will, organ bank, 
genetic counselling, ethical problems 
4. Environmental Quality, including: 
Effects of overpopulation, excessive industrialization and use of chemicals on the 
environmental quality, roles of individuals and families, improvement of 
environmental quality 
5. Utilization of Natural Resources, including: 
Consumption of natural resources and its effect on standard of living and lifestyle, 
renewable and/or nonrenewable natural resources, management of natural resources, 
effects of technology on the rate of consumption of natural resources, undesirable 
effects of techniques that can be used to decrease the consumption of a natural 
resource 
6. Space Research and National Defense，including: 
"Spinoffs" of space and national defense programs (heart pacemakers, biotelemetry, 
space-age materials, transistors), benefits/problems to society and individuals, 
benefit/cost ratio affecting decisions (communications, satellites, nuclear aircraft 
carrier), problems of storage/disposal of space and military projects (nuclear weapons, 
satellite reentry, nuclear waste) 
7. Sociology of Science, including: 
Effects of scientific and technological developments on society, interaction of 
science/technology/society, societal pressures on scientific and technological research 
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& Effects of Technological Developments, including: 
Strengths and limitations of system approach, appropriate and/or dangerous 
developments (drugs, pesticides, reducing diets), effectiveness of consumer products, 
extension of human capacity 
9. Human Health, including: 
Concepts of health and disease, causes of disease，protection against disease, health 
care, aging, death and dying, health habits, world health problems 
10. Food and Agriculture, including: 
Food production, food supply, economics of food, governmental policies, surpluses 
and deficits, methods of cultivation, effects of natural and man-made disasters. 
(modified from Chiang-Soong and Yager, 1993; Rosenthal, 1984; Merryfield, 1991; Bybee 
& Mau，1985) 
4.4 Methodology 
As Holsti (1969) stated, "content analysis is usejul whenever the problem requires 
precise and replicate methods for analyzing those attributes which may escape casual 
scrutiny “ (pp. 19-20). In this research, content analysis is used to analyse the curriculum 
materials, syllabuses and textbooks because the subjects of research are documents while the 
study concerns about the characteristics, STS topics’ in content of the curriculum documents. 
The purpose of the present study is to describe characteristics of communication 
because the STS topics included are identified and then classified. Furthermore, the overall 
coverage of STS information and the coverage for each STS topic in chemistry syllabuses and 
textbooks are determined. 
In answering questions 1 and 3, the analytical framework developed is used to identify 
the STS topics included in the syllabuses and textbooks. Then, the overall inclusion of all 
STS topics and the inclusion of each STS topic in the curriculum materials can be 
determined. 
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Question 2 is really a comparison of messages derived from a single source over time. 
The source is the Curriculum Development Council of the Education Department in Hong 
Kong. The new and old Chemistry Syllabuses are compared as shown in Figure 4. 
The new S4-5 The old S4-5 
Chemistry Syllabus Chemistry Syllabus 
Content Variable: inclusion of STS topics -——• inclusion of STS topics 
STS topics 1 
t 
Change of inclusion of STS topics in syllabuses 
Figure 4 Comparison between the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses by inclusion 
of STS topics 
For question 4, the messages produced by two or more different sources are 
compared. The sources are different publishers. Then, textbooks covering the new Chemistry 
Syllabus are compared as shown in Figure 5. 
Textbook a covering new Textbook b covering new 
Chemistry Syllabus Chemistry Syllabus 
Content Variable: inclusion of STS topics ~ i inclusion of STS topics 
STS topics I 
i 
Difference of inclusion of STS topics between 
different textbooks covering the new Syllabus 
Figure 5 Comparison between different textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus 
by inclusion of STS topics . 
In question 5’ the messages produced by two or more different sources are compared. 
The sources are different publishers. Then, textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus 
are compared as shown in Figure 6. 
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Textbook a covering the Textbook b covering the 
old Chemistry Syllabus old Chemistry Syllabus 
Content Variable: inclusion of STS topics -~~i——-inclusion of STS topics 
STS topics I 
i 
t 
Difference of inclusion of STS topics between 
different textbooks covering the old Syllabus 
Figure 6 Comparison between different textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus 
by inclusion of STS topics 
Question 6 is also a comparison of messages derived from a single source over time. 
The source is the publishers. Textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks 
covering the old Chemistry Syllabus are compared as shown in Figure 7. 
Textbooks covering the Textbooks covering the 
new Chemistry Syllabus old Chemistry Syllabus 
Content Variable: average inclusion of -——i ^ average inclusion of 
STS topics STS topics | STS topics 
寺 
Change of inclusion of STS topics in textbooks covering 
the new Syllabus and textbooks covering the old Syllabus 
Figure 7 Comparison between textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and 
textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus by inclusion of STS topics 
In question 7，it is a comparison of messages derived from the same source, that is, 
the same author and the same publisher. Textbooks of the same author and the same publisher 
are compared as shown in Figure 8. 
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New chemistry textbooks Old chemistry textbooks 
of author a & publisher b of author a & publisher b 
Content Variable: inclusion of STS topics ~ , ^ inclusion of STS topics 
STS topics I 
I 
t 
Change of inclusion of STS topics in new and old chemistry 
textbook of the same author and publisher 
Figure 8 Comparison between the new chemistry textbooks and the old chemistry 
textbooks of the same author and publisher by inclusion of STS topics 
Question 8 really compares the messages produced by two or more different sources. 
The sources are syllabus and textbooks. Then, the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks for 
the new Chemistry Syllabus are compared as shown in Figure 9. 
The new S4-5 Textbooks covering the 
Chemistry Syllabus new Chemistry Syllabus 
Content Variable: inclusion of STS topics - i • inclusion of STS topics 
STS topics I 
t 
Difference of inclusion of STS topics between the new 
Chemistry Syllabus and new chemistry textbooks 
Figure 9 Comparison between the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the 
new Chemistry Syllabus by inclusion of STS topics 
For question 9，the messages produced by two or more different sources are 
compared. The sources are syllabuses and textbooks Then, the old Chemistry Syllabus and 
textbooks for the old Chemistry Syllabus are compared as shown in Figure 10. 
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The old S4-5 Textbooks covering the 
Chemistry Syllabus old Chemistry Syllabus 
Content Variable: inclusion of STS topics -——i——inclusion of STS topics 
STS topics 1 
t 
Difference of inclusion of STS topics between the old 
Chemistry Syllabus and old chemistry textbooks 
Figure 10 Comparison between the old Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering the 
old Chemistry Syllabus by inclusion of STS topics 
4.5 Curriculum Materials Analyzed in The Study 
There are two main kinds of curriculum materials to be analyzed in this research: 
(1) Syllabuses 
(2) Textbooks 
Their contents were analyzed to study the formal curriculum of S4-5 chemistry. 
4.5,1 Syllabuses 
For secondary 4 to 5 chemistry in Hong Kong, the new syllabus was published by the 
Curriculum Development Council (CDC) in 1991 while the Curriculum Development 
Committee published the old syllabus in 1982. They are both entitled "Syllabus for Chemistry 
(Secondary 4-5) 
For the new S4-5 Chemistiy Syllabus, the teaching content is described in the form 
of objectives stated in the section, teaching syllabus. These objectives state not only the 
content but also the abilities to be achieved (CDC, 1991c). Then, they are chosen to be the 
units of analysis. However, the process skills or abilities to be achieved are not analysed in 
the present study because the content aspect is the focus of this research. For the old S4-5 
Chemistry Syllabus, the explanatory notes in the teaching syllabus section are the units to be 
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analysed because it is the main body of the old Chemistry Syllabus. In both the new and the 
old Chemistry Syllabuses, a unit of analysis has to present a complete idea and the complete 
idea identified is judged whether it belongs to a STS topic. 
4.5.2 Textbooks 
The target population includes only those secondary schools which have offered S4-5 
chemistry at least 3 years because these schools have offered S4-5 chemistry covering the new 
and the old Syllabus. Then, 73 of those mentioned secondary schools were chosen by random 
sampling and they represent 20% of the target population. Firstly, the researcher phoned the 
chemistry panel chairmen of those sampled schools to ask the names of chemistry textbooks 
covering the new Syllabus and those for the old Syllabus which have been used in schools. 
If the panel chairmen could not be contacted, questionnaire were sent to them. The 
questionnaire of S4-5 chemistry textbooks used by secondary schools is shown in Appendix 
D. All sampled schools have supplied the information. Table 5 presents the survey of 
textbooks for Hie new Chemistry Syllabus and those for the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
Table 5 Survey of S4-5 Textbooks covering the New Chemistry Syllabus and 
Textbooks covering the Old Chemistry Syllabus used by Secondary Schools 
I Publisher Jing Kung Wilson Macmillan Longman Oxford Hong Kong 
Education 
^ ^ N ^ 34.21% 28.95% 2237% 7.89% 0% 6 . 5 8 % ~ 
Syllabus 
"“~Old 30.14% 63.01% 2.74% 1.37% 1.37% 1.37% 
Syllabus 
According to the survey shown in Table 5，the publishers, Jing Kung, Wilson and 
Macmillan have occupied over 85% of the market for the new Chemistry Syllabus while for 
the old Chemistry Syllabus, over 90% of the market was occupied by Jing Kung and Wilson, 
Hence, these most popular S4-5 chemistry textbooks were selected as the representatives of 
the instruction materials for content analysis and they are listed below： 
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For the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus, 
1. Chung, L.H.M. (1993). Integrated Chemistry Today (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: Jing 
Kung. 
2. Cheng, E., & Chow，J. (1992). Chemistry - A Modem View (Books 1-2). Hong 
Kong: Wilson. 
3. Heyworth, R. (1993). Chem 2000 (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: Macmillan, 
For the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus, 
4. CKung, L.H.M. (1992). Integrated Chemistry (Books 1- 2). Hong Kong: Jing Kung. 
5. Cheng, E., & Chow，J. (1990). Chemistry - A Modem View (Books 1-2). Hong 
Kong: Wilson. 
In the present study, the units of analysis used are based on those in "Procedures for 
conducting content analysis of science textbooks" developed by Chiappetta, Fillman and 
Sethna (1991b). However, they have to present a complete idea or concept. The units to be 
analyzed and not to be analyzed are listed below. 
Units to analyze: 
1. Complete paragraph - do not use parts of paragraphs that have begun 
or ended on another page. 
2. Questions. 
3. Figures with captions - disregard figures without captions. 
4. Tables with captions. 
5. Pictures with captions. 
6. Marginal comments or definitions. 
(modified from Chiappetta, Fillman & Sethna，1991b, p.5) 
Pages not to analyze: 
1. A page with only one picture or frontice piece, even if accompanied 
by a caption or one or more paragraphs. 
2. Pages that contain only prologue, summaries, vocabulary words, 
glossary, and index, etc. 
3. Goal and objective statements. 
(modified from Chiappetta, Fillman & Sethna，1991b; Rosenthal, 1984; Chiang-Soong & 
Yager, 1993) 
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4.6 Procedures of Data Collection 
4.6.1 Syllabuses 
1. The objectives and the explanatory notes in the section, teaching syllabus, were 
analysed for the new and the old Chemistry Syllabus respectively. 
2. The concepts containing STS topics were classified to one of the 10 STS topics and 
were then labelled on the syllabuses. Those non-STS concepts were counted 
separately. The steps were undertaken by three independent raters/ 
3. The frequency of each STS topic identified, the total frequency of all STS topics and 
the total frequency of all non-STS concepts were counted. The ratings of the three 
raters were compared to determine the interrater reliability. 
4.6.2 Textbooks 
1. A 5% random sample of pages in each set of textbook was selected.^  If the pages not 
to analyze mentioned above were selected, they were replaced by newly selected 
random page(s). 
2. The random sample of pages taken from each of the chemistry textbooks were 
analysed to identify any scientific concepts included. The concepts containing STS 
topics were classified to one of the 10 STS topics and were then labelled on the texts. 
Those non-STS concepts are counted separately. The steps were done by three 
independent raters. 
^One of the rater is the researcher while the other two are the chemistry panel 
chairmen in secondary schools who have over fifteen years of experiences of teaching S4 to 
7 chemistry. 
^Based on the studies of Garcia (1985), and Chiappetta, Fillman and Sethna (1991a’ 
1991b). 
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3. The frequency of each STS topic identified, the total frequency of all STS topics and 
the total frequency of all non-STS concepts were counted. The ratings of the three 
raters were compared to check the interrater reliability. 
4. The remaining pages in each set of the textbook selected were also analysed by the 
researcher similarly to find out all the STS topics included. 
4.7 Procedures of Data Analysis 
According to Patton (1987)，"analysis is the process of bringing order to the data， 
organizing what is there into patterns, categories，and basic descriptive unit" ( p . 144). The 
procedures of data analysis in the two kinds of cutriculum materials, syllabuses and 
textbooks, are described below. 
4.7.1 Syllabuses 
1. The frequency of specific objectives or concepts containing STS topics were tabulated 
by 10 STS topics and they were summed up to determine the total number of specific 
objectives or concepts containing STS information. The total frequency of STS 
specific objectives or concepts was divided by the totai frequency of specific 
objectives or concepts to determine the percentage of overall inclusion of all STS 
topics in the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses. Then, the relative proportion of 
overall inclusion of all STS topics in syllabuses could be determined. 
2. The frequency of specific objectives or concepts for each STS topic was divided by 
the total frequency of specific objectives or concepts to determine the percentage of 
inclusion of each STS topic in the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses. Then, the 
relative proportion of each STS topic in Syllabuses could be determined. 
3 The percentage of the overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new Chemistry 
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Syllabus was compared with that in the old Chemistry Syllabus. In addition, the total 
frequency of specific objectives or concepts containing STS information was compared 
between the new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses by Chi-square to determine the 
significance of difference. Then, interpretations were made accordingly. 
4. The percentage of inclusion of each STS topic in the new Syllabus was compared with 
that in the old Syllabus. In addition, the frequency of specific objectives or concepts 
for each STS topic were compared between the new and the old S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabuses by Chi-square to determine the significance of difference. Then, 
interpretations were made accordingly. 
4.7.2 Textbooks 
1. The frequency of concepts containing STS topics was tabulated by STS topics and 
they were summed up to determine the total number of concepts containing STS 
information. The total frequency of STS containing concepts was divided by the total 
frequency of concepts identified to determine the percentage of overall inclusion of 
all STS topics in textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and those covering 
the old Chemistry Syllabus. Then, the relative proportion of overall inclusion of all 
STS topics in textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks covering 
the old Chemistry Syllabus can be determined. 
2. The frequency of concepts for each STS topic was divided by the total frequency of 
concepts to determine the percentage of inclusion of each STS topic in the textbooks 
for the new Syllabus and those for the old Chemistry Syllabus. Then, the relative 
proportion of inclusion of each STS topic in the new and the old chemistry textbooks 
can be determined. 
3. The percentages of overall inclusion of all STS topics in different textbooks covering 
new Syllabus were compared. In addition, the total frequency of concepts containing 
STS information was compared between different textbooks covering the new 
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Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square to determine the significance of difference. Then, 
interpretations were made accordingly. 
4. The percentages of inclusion of each STS topic in different textbooks for the New 
Syllabus were compared. In addition, the frequency of concepts for each STS topic 
was compared between different textbooks for the new Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-
square to determine the significance of difference. Then, interpretations were made 
accordingly. 
5. The percentages of overall inclusion of all STS topics in different textbooks for the 
old Syllabus were compared. In addition, the total frequency of concepts contaixring 
STS information was compared between different textbooks covering the old 
Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square to determine the significance of difference. Then, 
interpretations were made accordingly. 
6. The percentages of inclusion of each STS topic in textbooks for the old Syllabus were 
compared. In addition, the frequency of concepts for each STS topic was compared 
between different textbooks for the old Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square to determine 
the significance of difference. Then, interpretation were made accordingly. 
7. The percentage of the average overall inclusion of all STS topics in textbooks 
covering the new Syllabus was compared with that in textbooks covering the old 
Syllabus. In addition, the average total frequency of concepts containing STS 
information was compared between textbooks covering the new syllabus and those 
covering the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square to determine the significance 
of difference. Then, interpretations were made accordingly. 
8. The percentage of the average inclusion of each STS topic in textbooks covering the 
new Syllabus was compared with that in textbooks covering the old Syllabus. In 
addition, the average number of concepts for each STS topic was compared between 
textbooks for the new Syllabus and those for the old Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-
square to determine the significance of difference. Then, interpretations were made 
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accordingly. 
9. The percentages of overall inclusion of all STS topics in textbook covering the new 
Syllabus were compared with that in textbook covering the old Syllabus by the same 
author and publisher. In addition, the total frequency of concepts containing STS 
information was compared between textbook for the new syllabus and that for the old 
S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square to determine the significance of difference. 
Then, interpretations were made accordingly. 
10. The percentage of inclusion of each STS topic in textbook covering the new Syllabus 
was compared with that in textbook covering the old Syllabus by the same author and 
publisher. In addition, the frequency of concepts for each STS topic was compared 
between textbook covering the new Syllabus and that for the old Chemistry Syllabus 
by Chi-square to determine the significance of difference. Then, interpretations were 
made accordingly. 
11. The percentage of overall inclusion all STS topics in the new Chemistry Syllabus was 
compared with that in textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus to determine 
any difference existed. 
12. The percentage of inclusion of each STS topic in the new Chemistry Syllabus was 
compared with that in textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus to determine 
any difference existed. 
13. The percentage of overall inclusion of all STS topics in the old Chemistry Syllabus 
was compared with that in textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus to determine 
any difference existed. 
14. The percentage of inclusion of each STS topic in the old Chemistry Syllabus was 
compared with that in textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus to determine any 
difference existed. 
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4.8 Statistical Methods 
In the present study, the independent variables are the types of curriculum materials 
such as new and old Chemistry Syllabuses, new and old chemistry textbooks, different 
chemistry textbooks covering the new Syllabus, different chemistry textbooks covering the 
old Syllabus. The overall inclusion of all STS and non-STS topics and the inclusion of each 
STS topic are the dependent variables. The curriculum materials such as the new and the old 
Syllabus were compared by the dependent variable such as inclusion of all STS and non-STS 
topics. Both the independent and the dependent variable compared belong to the nominal 
scales. Hence, Chi-square was used to determine whether the distribution of the frequency 
count is significant or not. The chi-square is calculated by the following formula: 
v2 _ V^ (/o - /g) 2 
whereX andrefer respectively to the observed and expected frequencies for each cell. 
In words, Chi-square is obtained by first taking the square of the difference between 
the observed and expected frequencies in each cell. This difference is divided by the expected 
number of cases in each cell in order to standardize it so that the biggest contributions do not 
always come from the largest cells. The sum of these non-negative quantities for all cells is 
the value of Chi-square. Then，the larger the differences between observed and expected 
frequencies, the larger the value of Chi-square (Hubert, 1981). 
The probability under independence of an observation falling into cell (ij) is estimated 
by the following formula: 
rt, . , , •、 / count i n row i、( count i n column j 、 
P( row and column =J ) = { ^ ) ( jj —) 
where N is the overall frequency count. 
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The expected frequency is obtained by the following formula: 
. . , , .、 (count i n row i) (count i n column j) 
/ 亡 a n d column 二 y ) 二 一^ ^ ^ ^一 
(Norusis, 1993) 
If Chi-square is found to be significant, it is better to examine subtables to find out 
which portions of the overall table have contributed most to the total Chi-square. The 
standardized residuals are calculated by the following formula: 
^ f o f e 
If a standardized residual is larger than 2 in absolute value, the residual is accepted as 
statistically significant at 0.05 level (Norusis, 1985，p.330). 
4.9 Methodological Issues 
Both the validity of content and the reliability of classification of STS topics are 
concerned in the study. 
4.9.1 Validity 
Since the research is a purely descriptive one, validity of content is especially 
emphasized. The following measures can increase the validity of the study. 
1 A survey was conducted to find out which chemistry textbooks were most commonly 
used for the new Syllabus and the old Syllabus respectively. Twenty percent of those 
secondary schools which had offered S4-5 chemistry at least three years were 
randomly selected and their chemistry panels were contacted. 
2. Basically, the categories used in this study, STS topics, were developed by the STS 
Focus Group of Project Synthesis which consists of well known and experienced 
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science educators (Piel, 1981). Moreover, they were widely used by other science 
educators such as Chiang-Soong and Yager (1993) to analyse textbooks of any science 
disciplines. Although their analytical framework was modified by the researcher and 
two additional topics, "human health", and "food and agriculture", were included, 
they were added to widen the scope of areas affected by science only. Moreover, they 
were justified by the researches of other science educators (Bybee & Mau，1986; 
Merryfield, 1991; Rosenthal, 1984). 
3. Textbook pages were randomly selected. Five percent of random sample of textbooks 
pages were taken from each science textbook. According to Chiappetta, Sethna and 
Fillman (1991a) and Garcia (1985), a five percent random sample of textbook pages 
represents a valid and reliable quantity of text to assess the curriculum balance. 
Garcia (1985) took several 5% random samples from one earth science textbook and 
found that this relatively small proportion of total pages produced the same frequency 
distribution of the various aspects of scientific literacy. Similarly, Chiappetta, Sethna 
and Fillman (1991a) took two random, 5% samples from a high school biology 
textbook and found that these samples had roughly the same proportion of the various 
aspects of scientific literacy. 
4.9.2 Reliability 
Category reliability depends upon the analyst's ability to formulate categories "for 
which the empirical evidence is clear enough so that competent judges will agree to a 
sufficiently high degree on which items of a certain population belong in the category and 
which do not" (Schutz, 1958, p.512). The STS topics suggested by the Project Synthesis have 
demonstrated a high category reliability by Chiang-Soong and Yager (1993). 
In the present study, individual reliability or interrater reliability is of primary concern 
and it reflects the extent of agreement between raters (Holsti, 1969). It was measured to 
prove the reliable and objective classification of STS topics. The chemistry syllabuses and 
textbooks were analysed by three independent raters independently. One of the raters is the 
researcher while the other two are chemistry panels in secondary schools. The researcher has 
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four years of experience of teaching chemistry while the other two raters have over fifteen 
years of experience of teaching chemistry. More importmitly, they are teaching the new S4-5 
chemistry curriculum now. 
Usually, training is necessary for the raters to acquire the skills necessary to make the 
judgemental tasks required of them. In addition, training can ensure that raters are relying 
upon the same aspects of their experience in their decisions (Holsti, 1969). Moreover, 
experimental studies have proved that training prior to rating can increase the level of 
interrater agreement significantly (Kaplan & Goldsen，1949; Woodward & Franzen，1948). 
In order to increase the reliability of this study, the raters were trained before the actual 
analysis of syllabuses and textbooks. They were provided with the detailed descriptions of the 
STS topics. They were also given several pages of the curriculum materials to identify and 
then classify the STS topics included. This stage of pretesting categories on a sample of the 
material to be coded could enable the investigator to determine which categories require 
further clarification (Holsti, 1969). Hence, the category reliability can be increased. 
On the other hand, the rating results from syllabuses and textbooks by the three raters 
were compared. Any discrepancy of the results identified had been discussed by the three 
raters to achieve a consensus as far as possible. This step can eliminate any errors or mistakes 
in identification and categorization of STS topics. 
Percent of agreement can be determined by using the following equations: 
Percentage of Agreement = — X 100 
where M is the number of agreements between 2 raters while N is the total number of 
agreements possible (Chiappetta, Sethna & Fillman，1991b). 
When two individuals rate a product, there is always a possibility that some portion 
of the agreement between them is due to chance. Individual reliability or interrater reliability 
is expressed by Cohen's kappa (k) which is a coefficient of interrater agreement that takes 
into consideration agreement by chance. The higher the value of kappa, the higher the 
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interrater agreement between raters. The following formula is used to calculate the value of 
kappa: 
k 一 d P c ) 
一 (1 户 c ) 
where k is the Cohen's k叩pa，P。is the proportion of agreements between two raters and P。 
is the proportion of interrater agreements which may occur due to chance (Chiappetta, Sethna 
& Fmman，1991c). 
In the present study, the analytical framework includes 10 STS topics while the 
content which is out of these STS topics is categorized as non-STS in general. Strictly 
speaking, there are 11 categories existed. The probability that an unit of analysis is classified 
to a particular category due to chance is one over number of categories. Then, Pc is 1/11，i.e. 
0.090909 in this study. 
Cohen's kappa was used to check the interrater reliability in this study because it 
removes the agreement due to chance in calculation. Moreover, it had been widely used by 
Chiappetta, Sethna and Fillman (1993，1991a, 1991b) in the content analysis of science 
textbooks. 
Values of kappa that are below 0.4 are considered to indicate fair to poor agreement 
due to chance. Values that fall between 0.4 and 0.75 are taken to indicate fair to good level 
of interrater agreement. When values of kappa are more than 0.75, they represent excellent 
agreement beyond chance (Chiappetta, Sethna & Fillman，1991c). 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Reliability of Rating 
After the content analysis of the new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, the 
percentage of interrater agreements and their kappas are tabulated in Table 5. The interrater 
agreements between the researcher and the first chemistry panel chairman (A/B in Table 6) 
are around 98%. The interrater agreements between the researcher and the second chemistry 
panel chairman (A/C in Table 6) are 100%. The interrater agreements between the two 
chemistry panel chairmen (B/C in Table 6) are around 98%. All of these percentages show 
excellent interrater agreements while the overall interrater agreement is over 99%. 
The kappas between the researcher and the first panel chairman (A/B in Table 6) are 
over 0.98. The kappas between the researcher and the second panel chairman (A/C in Table 
6) are 1.00. The kappas between the two panel chairmen (B/C in Table 6) are over 0.98. 
According to Chiappetta, Sethna and Fillman (1991c), these high values of kappa represent 
excellent agreement beyond chance. 
It is noted that the percentage of interrater agreements and the kappas for the new 
Chemistry Syllabus are generally larger than those for the old Chemistry Syllabus. It is 
because the old Syllabus contains smaller frequency of STS topics than the new Syllabus. 
Therefore, the concepts in old Syllabus is easier to be classified than those in the new 
Syllabus. 
Table 6 Interrater Agreement for the Identification of 10 STS Topics and Non-STS 
Content in the New and the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses among Three 
Raters 
A/B A/C B/C Mean 
“ % ~ Kappa % ~ Kappa % ~ Kappa % K a p p a 
s • — 一 agree agree ^ agree 
New S y l l a b u s 9 0 7 ~ ~ 1 0 0 ^ L O O 9 8 . 3 7 0.982— 98.91 
Old Syllabus 98.92 0.988 100.『1.00 98.92 0.988 99.28 0.992" 
Mean 98.65 0.985 100.0“1.00 98.65 0.985 99.10 0.990 
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Note. A = the researcher, B = the first chemistry panel chairman, C 二 the second 
chemistry panel chairman 
After the content analysis of textbooks covering the new old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
and textbooks covering the oW S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus, the percentage of interrater 
agreements and their kappas are tabulated in Table 7. The interrater agreements between the 
researcher and the first chemistry panel chairman (A/B in Table 7) ranged from 98% to 
100%. The interrater agreements between the researcher and the second chemistry panel 
chairman (A/C in Table 7) ranged from 96% to 100%. The interrater agreements between 
the two chemistry panel chairmen (B/C in Table 7) ranged from 96% to 100%. All of these 
percentages show excellent interrater agreements while the overall interrater agreement is over 
98%. 
The kappas between the researcher and the first chemistry panel chairman (A/B in 
Table 7) ranged from 0.98 to 1.00. The kappas between the researcher and the second 
chemistry panel chairman (A/C in Table 7) ranged from 0.96 to 1.00. The kappas between 
the two chemistry panel chairmen (B/C in Table 7) ranged from 0.96 to LOO. According to 
Chiappetta, Sethna and Fillman (1991c), these high values represent excellent agreement 
beyond chance. 
It can be noticed that the percentage of interrater agreements and their kappas for the 
new chemistry textbooks are generally larger than those for the old chemistry textbooks. It 
is because the new chemistry textbooks include larger frequency of STS topics than the old 
chemistry textbooks. Hence, the concepts in new textbooks are more difficult to be classified 
than those in old textbooks. 
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Table 7 Interrater Agreement for the Identification of 10 STS Topics and Non-STS 
Content in Five S4-5 Chemistry Textbooks among Three Raters 
~ ~ ^ A/B A/C B/C Mean 
% % % % 
二 K a p p a Kappa Kappa Kappa pubhshm (Sylabus) agTcc ^^ agTcc ^^ agfcc r*^  agree ^^ 
Jing King (New) 9 9 . 1 8 0 . 9 9 1 9 6 . 7 3 0 . 9 6 4 96.73 0 . 96497 . 550 . 973 
Wilson (New) 9 8 . 5 0 " " " " " 0 . 9 8 4 9 9 . 5 0 0 . 9 9 5 ^ ” 0 . 9 8 9 ~ 0 . 9 8 9 
Macmillan (New) 99.32“0.993 97.280.970 96.60 0.96397.73^^^0.975 
Jing Kung ( O l d ) 1 0 0 . 0 " “ " " “ i m 1 0 0 . 0 L O O ~ 1 . 0 0 100.0 1.00 
Wilson (Old) 1 0 0 . 0 T m 1 0 0 . 0 “ L O O 1 0 ^ 1 . 0 0 100.0 1.00 
Mean 99.400.993 98.70 0.986 98.47 0.983 98.86 0.988 
Note. A 二 the researcher, B 二 the first chemistry panel chairman, C 二 the second 
chemistry panel chairman 
5.2 Interpretation of Results 
Comparison of the New and the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses by Overall Inclusion 
of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content 
Table 8 presents the frequency and percentage of overall inclusion of all STS topics 
and non-STS content in both the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses. In the new Syllabus, 
the mean percentage of all STS topics is over one-fourth of the teaching syllabus while the 
old Syllabus contains only 15% of all STS topics in the teaching syllabus on average. It 
reflects that the overall proportion of all STS topics in both the new and the old Syllabuses 
is smaller than that of the non-STS content. 
According to Table 8 shown, the overall frequency of all STS topics in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus is more than two times that in the old Chemistry Syllabus. The 
corresponding percentage in the new Chemistry Syllabus is also nearly double of that in the 
Old one. It shows that there is a significant increase of the overall inclusion of all STS topics 
in the new Chemistry Syllabus. 
It is noted that die overall total number of concepts counted in the new Chemistry 
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Syllabus has increased over 30% in comparison with the old Chemistry Syllabus. However, 
the estimated time allocation for the new and the old Syllabus are nearly the same and they 
are 215 and 204 periods respectively (CDC, 1991b; CDC, 1982). There is only an increase 
of 5.4% of the teaching time required for the new Syllabus. It shows that the increase of the 
total number of concepts and information leamt does not represent that the teaching hours and 
the loading of study also increases to the same extent. 
Table 8 Comparison of the New and the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses by Mean 
Overall Frequency and Percentage of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content 
among Three Raters 
New Chemistry Syllabus Old Chemistry Syllabus 
Mean STS (%) 69.33 (28.30%) 28.0 (15.14%) " 
Mean Non-STS (%) 175.67 (71.70%) 157.0 (84.86%) 
The mean overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS content in the new and the 
old Chemistry Syllabuses were compared by Chi-square as shown in Table 9 and the X^ is 
10.423. The critical values at 0.005 level and at 0.001 level are 7.88 and 10.827 respectively 
when degree of freedom is 1. Hence, the mean overall frequency distribution of all STS 
topics and non-STS content in the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and that in the old Syllabus 
have significant difference at p< 0.005 level. The values of residuals reflect that the overall 
proportion of all STS topics in the old Syllabus is significantly smaller than that of its non-
STS content. Moreover, it is significantly smaller than the overall proportion of all STS 
topics in the new Syllabus. 
Table 9 Comparison of Mean Overall Frequency of all STS Topics and Non-STS 
Content in the New and the Old Chemistry Syllabuses by Chi-square 
队 N e w Chemistry Syllabus Old Chemistry Syllabus 
No .~ Column % ResidualNo. Column % Residual Total No. 
Ccmtcnt 
^ 69.33 28.30 I M 15l4 U A 97.33 
Non-STS175.67 71.70 A M ~ 8 4 . 8 6 1 . 1 6 —332.67 
T S 245 100.0 N.A. 185 100.0 N.A. 430.0 
Note. Degree of freedom = (2-1) (2-1) = 1 
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Comparison of the New and the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses by Inclusion of Each 
STS Topic 
Apart from the topic, "food supply and agriculture "，the frequency of each STS topic 
has increased in the new Syllabus in Table 10. However, the STS topics, "energy “ and "food 
and agriculture “ show a decrease of relative percentage in the new Syllabus. One of the main 
reason is more number of concepts have been included in the new Syllabus. "Effects of 
technological developments “ is the most emphasized STS topic included in both the new and 
the old Chemistry Syllabuses. "Environmental quality" is the second most emphasized topic 
included in the two syllabuses. However, from the third most emphasized place onwards, the 
new Syllabus is different from the old Syllabus. In the new Syllabus, the third one is "human 
health" while "utilization of natural resources" is the third one in the old Syllabus. The 
fourth ones in the new and the old Syllabus are "sociology of science" and "energy" 
respectively. 
In addition, for the new Chemistry Syllabus, the increase of frequency and percentage 
of the STS topics, "sociology of science" and "human health", is the largest among all the 
STS topics. 
The new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus states that "this Chemistry Syllabus gives due 
emphasis to social relevance, especially in (a) Environment，(b) Energy, (c) Industry, and (d) 
Health" (CDC, 1991c). The results of this study are consistent with the requirement of the 
Syllabus. Hence, "effects of technological developments, environmental quality, and human 
health" axe the three most emphasized STS topics in the new Syllabus. However, "Energy" 
has exceptionally small proportion. 
On the other hand, the STS topics, "population", "human engineeringand "space 
research and national defense" cannot be found in both the new and the old Chemistry 
Syllabuses because the former two topics are usually related to Biology while the latter one 
is also out of the scope of chemistry and it may be included in Physics. Therefore, these STS 
topics are excluded from the computation of Chi-square. 
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Table 10 Comparison of the New and the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses by Mean 
Frequency and Percentage of Each STS Topic among Three Raters 
- N e w Chemistry Syllabus Old Chemistry Syllabus 
1. Energy 5.00 (0.02%) 2.67 (1.44%) 
2. Population 0 0 
3. Human engineering 0 0 
|4. Environmental Quality 11.00 (4.49%) 6.00 (3.24%) 
Is. Utilization of natural resources 7.00 (2.86%) 4.33 (2.34%) 
[6 Space research and national 0 0 
I defense 
p . Sociology of science 8.67 (3.54%) 0.33 (0.18%) 
8. Effects of technological 26.67 (10.88%) 11.67 (6.31%) 
I developments 
[9. Human healtli 10.00 (4.08%) 2.00(1.08%) 
110. Food and agriculture 1.00 (0.41%) LOO (0.54%) 
Total 69.33 (28.30%) 28.0 (15.14%) 
“ ‘I I I I I 
The mean frequency of each STS topic in the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses 
were compared by Chi-square as shown in Table 11 and X^ is determined to be 5.086. The 
critical value at 0.50 level is 5.348 tf degree of freedom is 6. Hence, the frequency 
distribution of each STS topic in the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and that in the old 
Syllabus do not have significant difference. This is confirmed by the insignificant values of 
residuals. For each STS topic, the large difference in frequency between the new and the old 
Syllabus is due to the large difference of overall frequency of all STS topics between the new 
and the old Syllabus. However, within the STS topics, the frequency distribution is similar 
for both the new and the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
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Table 11 Comparison of Mean Frequency of Each STS Topic in the New and the Old 
S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses by Chi-square 
S4-5 Chemistry Syuabus New Chcmistry Syllabus Old Chemistry Syllabus 
No. I Column I ResidualNo. Column Residual Total 
STST— % % No. 
1. Energy " T o -0.197 2.67 9.52 7.67 
4. Environmental Quality ILO“15 .87 -0.319 6.0 21.43 0.502 17.0 
5. Utilization of Natural T s s " “ - 0 . 3 7 7 4 3 3 1 5 . 4 8 0.593 11.33 
Resources 
7. Sociology of Science ^ 1 2 . 5 0 0.893— 0.33 ~TT9~ -1.404 9.0 
8. Effects of Technological 26.673^6""""-0.122""""" IL^41.67 0.193 38.34 
Developments 
9. Human Health “ “ " " “ 0 . 4 9 6 2.0 7.14 “ -0.781 12.0 
10. Food and Agricultur~ 1.0 一 1.44 - 0 . 3 ^ 1.0 3.57 0.551 1.54 
Total 69.34 100.0 N.A. 2 8 ^ 100.0 [ 
Note. Degree of freedom 二（7-1) (2-1) =6 
Comparison of Textbooks for the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Overall Inclusion 
of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content 
As shown in Table 12，the overall inclusion of all STS topics in textbooks for the new 
Chemistry Syllabus ranges from 16.30% to 25.96% and the average value is only 21.97%. 
It shows that the overall proportion of all STS topics is smaller than that of the non-STS 
content in the new chemistry textbooks. 
jing Kung's textbooks for the new Chemistry Syllabus contain the highest overall 
frequency and percentage of all STS topics. Moreover, the values are much larger than those 
of the least one, Wilson. In comparison with other textbooks, the concepts of chemistry are 
explained and discussed in details in Jing Kung's textbooks. 
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Table 12 Comparison of Textbooks for the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and Textbooks 
for the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Overall Frequency and Percentage of 
all STS Topics and Non-STS Content 
r \ —er Jing Kung Wilson Macmillan Mean 
STS I Non-STS STS I Non-STS“""“STS Non-STS STS Non-STS 
Syllabus 
New 855 2 4 ^ i m T m 647.332301.33 
syllabus (25.96) (74,04) (16.30) (83.70) (23.66) (76.34) (21.97) (78.03) 
EDld m 2T17 m 3 2 ^ Not Applicable 198 .02683 .5 llabus (7.56) (92.44) (6.42) (93.58) (6.87) (93.13) 
Note. (%) 
Table 13 shows the comparison of overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS 
content in textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square. The X^ is 
determined to be 92.578. The critical value at 0.001 level is 13.815 when degree of freedom 
is 2. Hence, the overall frequency distributions of all STS topics and non-STS content in 
different textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus have significant difference at 
p < 0.001 level. According to the residuals, textbooks of Jing Kung have significantly higher 
overall proportion of all STS topics than textbooks of Wilson and Macmillan while Wilson's 
textbooks place the least emphasis on the STS topics. Hence, the authors of Jing Kung, 
Wilson, and Macmillan have put significantly different emphases on overall inclusion of all 
STS topics and non-STS content for the new Chemistry Syllabus. 
Table 13 Comparison of Overall Frequency of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content in 
Textbooks for the New Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square 
\ 織her Jing Kung Wilson Macmillan 
\ Total 
\ No. Column Residual No. Column Residual No. Column Residual No. 
Content % % % 
STS 2 5 . 9 6 " " " " " 4 . 9 1 2 " " " " " ^ “ - 6 . 6 9 8 ^ “ 2 3 . 6 6 1.80^ 1942 
Non-STS 2438 74.04 _ -2.605 I m 83.70 3.552 I m 76.34 -0.958 6904 
Total 3293 100.0 "“ N.A. 3080 100.0 N.A. 2473 100.0 N.A. |[884^ 
Note. Degree of freedom = (3-1) (2-1) =2 
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Comparison of Textbooks for the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Overall Inclusion of 
all STS Topics and Nan-STS Content 
As shown in Table 12，the percentage of overall inclusion of all topics in textbooks 
for the old Chemistry Syllabus ranges from 6.42% to 7.56% while the mean is 6.87% only. 
It shows that the overall inclusion of all STS topics is much smaller than that of the non-STS 
content. This phenomenon is similar to that of the new chemistry textbooks. 
For the old Chemistry Syllabus, textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson have similar 
overall percentage of all STS topics. Wilson's textbooks have higher overall frequency of all 
STS topics but smaller percentage than Jing Kung，s textbooks. It is mainly because Wilson's 
textbooks for the old Syllabus include more concepts. 
The overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS content in different textbooks 
covering the old Chemistry Syllabus is compared by Chi-square as shown in Table 14. The 
X" value is 2.770. The critical values at 0.10 level and 0.05 level are 2.706 and 3.840 
respectively when degree of freedom is 1. Hence, the overall frequency distribution of all 
STS topics and non-STS content in different textbooks covering the old S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabus have significant difference at pCO.lO level only. Strictly speaking, the difference 
is insignificant. The residuals only reveal that Jing Kung's textbooks have a slightly higher 
overall proportion of all STS topics than Wilson's textbooks. Therefore, both the authors of 
Jing Kung and Wilson have placed similar emphases on over纽 inclusion of all STS topics 
and non-STS content for the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
Table 14 Comparison of Overall Frequency of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content in 
Textbooks for the Old Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square 
Publisher Jing KuHg WilsoH 
C o n t e n t N o . Columii % RcsidualNo. Column % Residual Total No. 
STS 1 7 3 T56 L ^ m ^ -1.012 396 
N o n - S T S ^ 92M - 0 . 3 3 9 ~ ^ 9 ^ 5 8 0 . 2 7 5 5367 
Total 2290 100.0 N.A. 3473 100.0 N.A. 一 5763 
Note. Degree of freedom = (2-1) (2-1) = 1 
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Comparison of Textbooks for the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and Textbooks for the 
Old S4~5 Chemistry Syllabus by Mean Overall Inclusion of all STS Topics and Non-STS 
Content 
As mentioned before, Table 12 shows that textbooks covering the new Chemistry 
Syllabus and those covering the old Chemistry Syllabus contain a smaller proportion of STS 
topics than non-STS content. 
Both the textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson are compared to reflect the change of 
overall inclusion of all STS topics in S4-5 chemistry textbooks since they are the most 
popular textbooks covering the new and the old Chemistry Syllabus as shown in Table 6. The 
chemistry textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson show significant increase of both the overall 
frequency and percentage of all STS topics. However, the extent of increase in Jing Kung's 
textbooks is larger than that in Wilson's ones. Moreover, Jing Kung's textbooks become the 
one that contains the largest overall proportion of all STS topics. On average, both the overall 
frequency of all STS topics and the subsequent percentage increase over 3 times in the 
chemistry textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus. 
Macmillan's textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus is included to calculate 
the mean overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS content in the new chemistry 
textbooks. It is compared with the corresponding values in the old chemistry textbooks as 
shown in Table 15. X' is calculated to be 267.410. The critical value at 0.001 level is 10.827 
when degree of freedom is 1. Hence, the overall frequency distribution of all STS topics and 
non-STS content in the new chemistry textbooks and that in the old chemistry textbooks have 
significant difference at p< 0.001 level. According to the residual values, the average overall 
proportion of all STS topics in textbooks for the new Syllabus is significantly larger than that 
in textbooks for the old Syllabus while the average non-STS content in new chemistry 
textbooks is significantly smaller than that in the old textbooks. 
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Table 15 Comparison of Mean Overall Frequency of all STS Topics and Non-STS 
Content in Textbooks for the New Chemistry Syllabus and Textbooks for the 
Old Chemistry Syllabuses by Chi-square 
New Chemistry Textbooks Old Chemistry Textbooks 
I Content No. Columii % Rcsidual No. Column % Residual Total No. 
STS 647.33 21.97 1 0 . 6 3 1 9 8 . 0 ^ 40.75 845.33 
Non-STS 2301.33 78.03 -4 .382683.5 93.13 4984.83 
I Total 2948.66 100.00 N.A. 2881.5 100.00 N.A. 5830.16 
ftrrrrBegggggggBBeBgaaajUBgrifc—Bcaa—a—la—a—^―pmL—aB—BttiBaanBmiiaiii-• iiii__i_ii—ifeg—MMBa—ea—aaain i^ mi n«agagrB«^»eaOggiiiiii iiiiiiii a i i • 
Note, Degree of freedom = (2-1) (2-1) - 1 
On the other hand, for each of the same publisher, Jing Kung and Wilson, textbooks 
written by the same author for the new and the old Chemistry Syllabus are compared by 
overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS content separately. The comparison for Jing 
Kung's new and old chemistry textbooks by Chi-square is shown in Table 16. The X^ is 
determined to be 304.723 when degree of freedom is 1. The critical value is 10.827 at 0.001 
level. Hence, the overall frequency distribution of all STS topics and non-STS content in Jing 
Kung's new chemistry textbooks and that in Jing Kung's old chemistry textbooks have 
significant difference at p< 0.001 level. According to the residual values, the overall 
proportion of all STS topics in Jing Kung's new chemistry textbooks is significantly higher 
than its textbooks for the old Syllabus. In other words, Jing Kung's textbooks for the new 
Syllabus have significantly smaller overall proportion of non-STS content than its old 
chemistry textbooks. 
Table 16 Comparison of Overall Frequency of ail STS Topics and Non-STS Content in 
Jing Kung's Textbooks for the New Chemistry Syllabus and its Textbooks for 
the Old Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square 
-v^Kung'stte^ Ncw CheniistTy Textbooks Old Chemistry Textbooks 
content No. Columii % Rcsiclual No. Column % Residual Total No. 
STS 25.96 10.098 173 7^6 -12.109 1028 
N o n - S T S " “ 7 4 . 0 4 -4.7972117 92.44 5.753 4555 “ 
Total 3293 N . A . 2 2 9 0 100.0 N.A. 5583 | 
Note. Degree of freedom 二（2-1) (2-1) = 1 
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The overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS content in Wilson's new and old 
chemistry textbooks are compared by Chi-square as shown in Table 17. The X^ is 161.8651 
when degree of freedom is 1. The critical value is 10.827 at 0.001 level. Then, the overall 
frequency distribution of all STS topics and non-STS content in the Wilson's new chemistry 
textbooks and that in Wilson's old chemistry textbooks have significant difference at 
p < 0.001 level. According to the residual values shown in Table 17, Wilson's new chemistry 
textbooks have significantly higher overall proportion of all STS topics than its textbooks for 
the old Syllabus. In other words, textbooks of Wilson for the new Syllabus have significantly 
lower overall proportion of non-STS content than its old chemistry textbooks. 
Table 17 Comparison of Overall Frequency of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content in 
Wilson's Textbooks for the New Chemistry Syllabus and its Textbooks for the 
Old Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square 
New Chemistry Textbooks Old Chemistry Textbooks 
No. Column % ResidualNo. Column % Residual Total No. 
Content 
STS ~502 8.735 223 ^ -8.226 725 
N o n - S T S 8 3 ^ -3.081 “""3250 93.58 2.901 一 5828 
Total 3080 1 0 0 . 0 N . A . “ 3473 100.0 N.A. 6553 
Note. Degree of freedom 二（2-1) (2-1) = 1 
Comparison of Textbooks for the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Inclusion of Each 
STS Topic 
As shown in Table 18, "effects of technological development" is the predominant STS 
toiHC included in all the three chosen textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus. The 
extent of emphasis on each STS topic in the three textbooks are the same. That is, the 
second most emphasized topic is "environmental quality" while "human health" is the third 
one. The fourth and the fifth ones are "energy" and "utilization of mtural resources" 
respectively. It reflects that the textbook writers have similar interpretations to the new 
Chemistry Syllabus within the STS topics. 
For the new Chemistry Syllabus, Jing Kung's textbooks not only include the largest 
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frequency and percentage for nearly each STS topic except "effects of technological 
developments". Although the frequency of topic, "effects of technological development", in 
Macmillan's textbook is smaller than that in textbooks of Jing Kung, its percentage is higher 
than that of Jing Kung. Most probably, Jing Kung's textbooks contain a much larger number 
of concepts and thus it reduces the proportion of the topic. 
On the other hand, the STS topics, "human engineering" and "space research and 
national defense “ are not included in textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus because 
the former is usually discussed in Biology while the latter is also out of the scope of ordinary 
chemistry which is related to daily life. Therefore, these STS topics are excluded from the 
computation of Chi-square. 
Table 18 Comparison of Textbooks for the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and Textbooks 
for the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Frequency and Percentage of Each 
STS Topic 
New Syllabus OM Syllabus 
sTST^^iN '^— Jing Kung Wilson |Macmman| Mean Jing Kung Wilson Mean 
1. Energy ~ " " 54 (1.75) 64 (2.59) TIOO 9 (0.39) ^ 1 9 (0.66) 
(3.07) ^ ^ 
5 ( 0 . 1 5 ) 2 (0.07)“•"“2 (0.08) 3.0 (0.10) 1 (0.04) 1 (0.03) 1 (0.03) 
3. Human EngtaeeriHg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. Envinmmental Quality U O " 134 (5.42) 145 (4.92) 55 (2.40) 52 53.5 
(5.80) (3.57) (1.50) (1.86) 
5.胸tionofNHturai""”98 (2 98) 54 (1.75) 56 (2.26) 69.33 14 (0.61) 10 12 (0.42) 
• (2.35) (0.29) 
6. Space research and 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
national defense • . . _ . 
7. sociology of science•”83 (2 52) 41 (1.33) 51 (2.06) 5 8 . 3 3 0 4 (0.12) 2 (0.07) 
^ 
^ m 1 9 2 (7.76) 200 .0069(3 .01) 1 0 8 8 8 . 3 
二 = (7.26) (5.49) ^ (3.11) (3.07) 
9. Hunuu.Health 57 (1.85) 76 (3.07) 85.00 18 (0.79) 15 16.5 
(3.71) (2.88) (0.43) (0.57) 
1 0 . F o o d a n d A g r i c u i t u n . 1 6 (0 49) 15 (0.49) 10 (0.40) 13 .67“ 7(0.31) 4 (0.12) 5.5 
‘ (0.46) (0.19) 
M 502 ^ 6 4 7 . 3 3 m 2 2 3 198.0 
(25.96%) (16.30%) (23.66%) (21.97%) (7.56%)丨（6.42%) j (6.87%) | 
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The frequency of each STS topic in different textbooks covering the new Chemistry 
Syllabus are compared by Chi-square as shown in Table 19. The X^ value is found to be 
12.058 when degree of freedom is 14. The critical value at 0.50 level is 13.339. Hence, the 
frequency distributions of each STS topic in different textbooks covering the new S4-5 
Chemistry Syllabus do not have significant difference. It can be revealed by the insignificant 
values of residuals. Furthermore, the results suggest that textbook writers have put similar 
emphases to each STS topic for the new Chemistry Syllabus. For each STS topic, the large 
difference in frequency among different textbooks covering the new Syllabus is due to the 
large difference of overall frequency of all STS topics and non-STS content between different 
textbooks. However, within the STS topics, the frequency distributions of each STS topic in 
different textbooks covering the new Syllabus do not have significant difference. 
Although the absolute values of residual in Table 19 are smaller than two, they still 
reflect that within the STS topics, Jing Kung's textbooks have greater emphasis on most of 
the STS topics, for example, "energy", "population", "utilization of natural resources"’ 
"sociology of science"，and "human health", Macmillan's textbooks place particular emphasis 
on the topics, "environmental quality", and "effects of technological developments". 
Textbooks of Wilson only have stronger emphasis on "food and agriculture “ but they exhibit 
weak emphasis on most of the STS topics in comparison with the other two sets of textbooks. 
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Table 19 Comparison of Frequency of Each Topic in Textbooks for the New Chemistry 
Syllabus by Chi-square 
\ 處her Jing Kung Wilson Macmillan 
\ No. Column Residual No. Column Residual No. Column Residual Total 
STS Top i c s\ % % % N o . 
IB— ~ ~ r O l 0 . 4 6 6 5 4 ” - 0 . 3 4 7 ^ 10.94 -0.243 219 
Population 5 0.585 0.523 2 0.398 -0 216 2 0.342 -0.431 9 
4.Bnvinmmentai """"22.34 "0 .038UO^ 21.91 -0.231 134 22.91 0.346 435 
Quality I 
h - u t u i z a t i o n o f ~ ~ 9 g 化 4 6 0 . 6 7 1 5 4 1 0 . 7 6 0 . 0 3 1 5 6 9 . 5 7 - 0 . 8 4 1 I 2 0 8 
Natural Resources * 
7. sociology of ^ 9 . 7 1 0 . 6 7 8 4 1 ^ - 0 . 6 3 0 5 1 8 . 7 2 - 0 . 2 3 7 1 7 5 
Science . 
r i ^ " " " 2 7 95 -1.548 169 33 .67-1 .116 192 32.82 0.838 600 
Technological • 
Developments • • 
9.H峰fteaith """14.27 0.918 5 7 1 1 . 3 5 -1.099 76 12.99 -0.094 255 
16 r i ? - 0 . 4 8 3 " “ " “ 1 5 " " “ “ 1 3 5 1 i F 1.71 -0.669 41 
Agriculture | j I I -
Total 855 100.0 N.A. 502 100.0 | N.A. |585| 100,0 N.A. | 1942 
Note. Degree of freedom = (8-1) (3-1) 二 14 
Comparison of Textbooks for the Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Inclusion of Each 
STS Topic 
As shown in Table 18，"effects of technological developments" is also the most 
emphasized STS topic included in the two chosen textbooks covering the Old Chemistry 
Syllabus. The second most emphasized topic is "environmental quality". However, from the 
third place onwards, the extent of emphasis on each STS topic in the two chosen textbooks 
are different from each other. The third most emphasized topic in Jing Kung's textbooks is 
"human health" while "energy" is the third one in textbooks of Wilson. The fourth topic in 
Jing Kung and Wilson are "utilization of natural resources “ and "human health “ respectively. 
The topics "energy “ and '^utilization of natural resources “ are the fifth topic in Jing Kung and 
Wilson respectively. It shows that within the STS topics, different authors interpret the old 
Chemistry Syllabus differently. 
In addition, both the frequency and percentage of the topic, "energy "，in the textbooks 
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of Wilson are much larger than those in Jing Kung's textbooks because issues of energy such 
as energy crisis and alternative energy sources are discussed in Wilson's textbooks but not 
in Jing Kung's ones. For the STS topics, "environmental quality"utilization of natural 
resources", "human health “ and "food and agriculture "，both the frequency and percentage 
in Jing Kung's textbooks are larger than those in Wilson's ones. 
Although textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson contain the same frequency of the topic, 
"population "，the percentage in Wilson is larger than that in Jing Kung. Similarly, Jing Kung 
includes a much higher frequency of the STS topic, "effects of technological developments" 
but the percentage in Jing Kung's textbooks is nearly the same as that in Wilson's ones. 
These results are most likely due to a hrger number of concepts in Wilson's textbooks. 
Similarly, the STS topics, "human engineering" and "space research and national 
defense" are not included in textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus because the 
former is usually discussed in Biology while the latter is also out of the scope of ordinary 
chemistry which is related to daily life. Therefore, the STS topics are excluded from the 
computation of Chi-square. 
Table 20 presents the comparison of the frequency of each STS topic in different 
textbooks covering the old Syllabus by Chi-square. X' is 18.959 when degree of freedom is 
7. The critical value at 0.01 and at 0.001 level are 18.475 and 24.322 respectively. Hence, 
within the STS topics, the frequency distribution of each STS topic in different textbooks 
covering the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus have significant difference at pCO.Ol level. It 
suggests that different textbook writers have placed different emphases on each STS topic for 
the old Chemistry Syllabus. The residual values show that Jing Kung's textbooks have 
stronger emphasis on the STS topics, "population", "environmental quality", "utilization of 
natural resources", "human health", and "food and agricultureTextbooks of Wilson show 
stronger emphasis on "energy"，"sociology of science" and "effects of technological 
developments". 
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Table 20 Comparison of Frequency of Each STS Topic in Textbooks for the Old 
Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-square 
Publishers Jing Kung Wilson 
No. Column Residual No. Column Residual Total 
STS Topics % % ^ ^ 
1. Energy ~9 ^""““-1.865 29 一 13.00 1.643— 38 
2. Population 1 OSTSOm"“「0.448 -0.122 2 
4. Environmental Quality 5 5 3 1 . 7 9 1.208 ^ 23.32 -LQ64 107 
5. Utilization of Natural 1 4 8 . 0 9 1 . 0 8 7 1 0 4 . 4 8 -0.957 24 
Resources 
7. Sociology of Science 0 0 ~ -1.323 4 1.79 1.167 4 
8. Effects of T e c h n o l o g i c a l ^ 3 9 . 8 8 -0.947 108 48.43 0.834 177 
Developments 
9. Human Health " I T 10.40 “ 0.943 I T 6.73 -0.831 33 
10. Food and Agriculture Y 4.05 0.999 4 1.79 -0.880 11 
Total 173 100.0 “ N.A. 223 丨 100.0 丨 N，A. | 396 
Note. Degree of freedom 二（8-1) (2-1) 二 7 
Comparison of Textbooks for the New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and Textbooks for the 
Old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus by Inclusion of Each STS Topic 
Since the S4-5 chemistry textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson are the most popular 
ones for both the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses and they are written by the same 
authors, they are chosen to investigate the change of inclusion of each STS topic in chemistry 
textbooks by the same author and publisher. Apart from "human engineering" and "space 
research and national defense "，both the textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson show significant 
increase of the frequency and percentage for each STS topic. However, the extent of increase 
of each STS topic in Jing Kung's textbooks is larger than that in Wilson's ones. Therefore, 
Jing Kung replaces Wilson to be the S4-5 chemistry textbook that includes the highest 
frequency and proportion of each STS topic. On average, both the frequency and percentage 
of each STS topic increase significantly in the chemistry textbooks covering the new 
Chemistry Syllabus. 
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Table 21 Comparison of Mean Frequency of Each STS Topic in Textbooks for the New 
Chemistry Syllabus and Textbooks for the Old Chemistry Syllabus by Chi-
square 
s4-5chemfetry Textbooks New Chcmistry Textbooks Old Chemistry Textbooks 
N o . C o l u m n Residual No. Column Residual Total 
STS Topics % % N o . 
i-^-ergy 7 3 . 0 2M 0 . 3 0 4 1 9 . 0 0 . 6 6 - 0 . 5 4 9 9 2 . 0 
2. Population ^ O o -0.034 1 . 0 0.03 0.062 4 . 0 
4. Environmental Quality 1 4 5 . 0 4 . 9 2 - 0 . 5 6 9 5 3 . 5 1 . 8 6 1 . 0 2 8 1 9 8 . 5 
5. Utilmtioa of Natural Resources 6 9 . 3 3 2 . 3 5 0 . 8 9 3 1 2 . 0 0 . 4 2 " 1 . 6 1 5 8 1 . 3 3 
7. Sociology of Science ^g jS L ^ 1.785 2.0 0.07 "3.227 60.33 
8. Effects of Technological Developments 2 0 0 0 6 . 7 8 - 1 . 4 0 8 8 8 . 5 3 . 0 7 2 . 5 4 6 2 8 8 . 5 
9. Hu^um health gs^ Q ^ 0.825 1 6 . 5 0 . 5 7 "1.491 101.5 
10. Food and Agriculture 0 . 4 6 " 0 . 2 6 4 5 . 5 0 . 1 9 0 . 4 7 7 1 9 . 1 7 
Total 100.0 —N.A. 198.0 | 100.0 | N.A. 845.33 
Note. Degree of freedom = (8-1) (2-1) 二 7 
Similarly, for each of the publishers, Jing Rung and Wilson, textbooks covering the 
new Chemistry Syllabus and those for the old one are compared by each STS topic. Table 
22 shows the calculation of Chi-square for Jing Kung's textbooks. The X' is determined to 
be 41.004 when degree of freedom is 7. The critical value is 24.322 at 0.001 level. Hence, 
the frequency distribution of each STS topic in Jing Kung's textbooks for the new Syllabus 
and that in its textbooks for the old Syllabus have significant difference at p < 0.001 level. 
According to the residuals, Jing Kung's old chemistry textbooks have significantly lower 
proportion of topics, "energy “ and "sociology of science “ but significantly higher proportion 
of topics, ''environmental quality" and "effects of technological developments" than its new 
textbooks. 
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Table 22 Comparison of Frequency of Each STS Topic in Jing Kung's Textbooks for 
the New Chemistry Syllabus and its Textbooks for the Old Chemistry Syllabus 
by Chi-square 
Chemistnr Textbooks ^ ^ ^ Chemistfy Tcxtbooks OW Chcmistry Textbooks 
No. Column Residual No. Column Residual Total 
STS Topics % % N o . 
101 11.81 0.994 9 5.20 -2.210 110 
5 0.585 0.005 1 0.578 -0.010 6 
4.Envinmn.cn1alQ«aUty 22.34 "0.951 55 31.79 2.114 246 
5. Utilization of Natural R e s cue ^ 1 1 . 4 6 0 . 5 0 3 1 4 8 . 0 9 - 1 . 1 1 7 1 1 2 
7. Sociology of ScieiKC ^ ^ 1 . 6 8 1 0 0 " 3 . 7 3 8 8 3 
8. Effect, of Technological D e v e l o p m e n t s " " “ ^ 2 7 . 9 5 - 1 . 0 7 3 6 9 3 9 . 8 8 2 . 3 8 5 3 0 8 
9. Human Health 122 14.27 0.515 18 10.40 "1.145 140 
1 0 . F o o d — A g r i c — 1 6 - 0 . 7 1 6 7 4 , 0 5 1 . 5 9 2 3 
T ^ ^ 100.0 N.A. 173 丨 lOQ.O | N.A. | 1028 
• I : _ , • ' ' • I ' • I I • • I '' I' I — • ' •' • ‘ ‘ 隱 
Note. Degree of freedom = (8-1) (2-1) = 7 
The frequency of each STS topic in Wilson's textbooks are compared by Chi-square 
as shown in Table 23. The X" is calculated to be 30.801 when degree of freedom is 7. Then, 
within the STS topics, the frequency distribution of each STS topic in Wilson's new 
chemistry textbooks and that in its old chemistry textbooks have significant difference at 
p < 0.001 level. The residuals reflect that Wilson's old chemistry textbooks have significantly 
smaller proportion of topics, "utilization of natural resources “ and "sociology of science “ but 
significantly higher proportion of "effects of technological developments". 
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Table 23 Comparison of Frequency of Each STS Topic in Wilson's Textbooks for the 
New Chemistry Syllabus and its Textbooks for the Old Chemistry Syllabus by 
Chi-square 
Chemi^  Textbooks New Chemistfy Tcxtbook Old Chemistry Textbook 
No. Column Residual No. Column Residual Total 
STS Topics % % N o . 
1 一 10.76 -0.458 29 13.00 0.687 83 
2 0.398 -0.055 1 0.448 0.083 3 
4. Envinnunental Quality 110" 21.91 "0.205 52 23.32 0.307 162 
5. utilization of NatundResftun^es 5 4 1 0 . 7 6 1 . 4 5 6 1 0 4 . 4 8 " 2 . 1 8 4 6 4 
7. Sociology of Science ^ 0 7 1 . 7 6 3 4 1 . 7 9 - 2 . 6 4 5 4 5 
8. Effect, of Technological D e v e l o p m e n t s ~ " " 3 3 . 6 7 - 1 . 6 4 6 1 0 8 4 8 . 4 3 2 . 4 7 0 2 7 7 
9. Human Health ^ 11.35 1.013 1 5 “ - 1 - 5 1 9 72 
10.FoodandAgricultun. 15 2^99 0.507 4 1.79 -0.761 19 
T ^ 502 100.0 N.A. 223 100.0 丨 N.A. 725 
Note. Degree of freedom == (8-1) (2-1) 二 7 
Comparison of the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses and Textbooks by Overall Inclusion of 
all STS Topics and Non-STS Content 
The new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and new chemistry textbooks show significant 
increase of both the overall frequency and percentage of all STS topics. In particular, the 
mean frequency and percentage of all STS topics in the new Syllabus increase over two times 
(28.0 to 69.33 in Table 8) and nearly two times (15.14% to 28.30% in Table 8) respectively. 
On the other hand, the mean overall frequency and percentage of all STS topics in new 
chemistry textbooks increase more than three times (198.0 to 647.33 in Table 12) and nearly 
three times (6.87% to 21.97% in Table 12) respectively. It can be deduced that the content 
and presentation of chemistry textbooks are affected by the syllabus and then the new 
textbooks follow the socially oriented approach stated in the new Syllabus (CDC, 1991c). 
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Comparison of the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses and Textbooks by Inclusion of Each STS 
Topic 
The new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and new chemistry textbooks show significant 
increase of both the overall frequency and percentage of all STS topics. Particularly, in the 
new Syllabus, the mean frequency and percentage of the topic, "sociology of science"， 
increase from 0.33 to 8.67 and from 0.18% to 3.54% respectively as shown in Table 10. For 
the topic, "human health", the mean frequency and percentage in the new Syllabus also 
increase largely from 2.0 to 10.0 and from 1.08% to 4.08% respectively. Similarly， 
"sociology of science", "utilization of natural resources" and "human health" are the STS 
topics which increase tremendously in textbooks covering the new Syllabus as shown in Table 
18. However, for "energy" and "food and agriculture"’ the absolute percentage in the new 
Syllabus decreases as shown in Table 10 but that in the new chemistry textbooks increases 
conversely as shown in Table 18. 
In addition, the study discovered that the STS topic, "population"’ is not included in 
both the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses. However, it can be found in the new and the 
old chemistry textbooks though the frequency and percentage are insignificant. It is because 
in teaching nitrogen containing compounds for the old Syllabus, fertilizers being one use of 
nitrogen compounds are introduced. Moreover, there is a sub-topic, "nitrogenous fertilizer" 
in the new Syllabus. Then, the effect of population growth on the demand of food in the 
world and the use of nitrogen-containing fertilizers for the rapid and healthy growth of plants 
are discussed in the chemistry textbooks. 
5.3 Discussion 
The S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses 
Overall Inclusion of All STS Topic 
In both the new and the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, the overall proportion of all 
STS topics is smaller than that of non-STS content. It may be because the content in science 
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discipline is dominated by a large ratio of the theoretical knowledge or information leamt. 
In addition, there is a significant increase of the overall inclusion of all STS topics in 
the new Chemistry Syllabus. Therefore, the social relevance approach claimed in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus is reflected by the increasing content of STS topics. 
Inclusion of Each STS Topic 
The new 84-5 Chemistry Syllabus states that "this Chemistry Syllabus gives due 
emphasis to social relevance, especially in (a) Environment, (b) Energy, (c) Industry，and (d) 
Health" (CDC, 1991c). In the new Chemistry Syllabus, the increase of frequency and 
percentage of the STS topic，"human health", is one of the largest ones among all the STS 
topics. "Effects of technological developments" and "environment quality" are the first and 
second predominant STS topics in both the new and old Chemistry Syllabuses. These STS 
topics are equivalent to the areas of emphasis in the new Syllabus. 
In addition, "sociology of science" has the largest extent of increase in frequency and 
proportion among the new chemistry textbooks. It is because there are many social issues 
discussed in the new Syllabus and some relevant activities are suggested to reinforce these 
social issues. For example，to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using fossil fiiels 
is accompanied by debate on the desirability of using fossil fuels. Students are required to 
discuss the appropriateness of setting up local industrial plants for the production of ammonia 
and sulphuric acid in terms of (a) ease of availability of resources, (b) demand for products, 
and (c) environmental impact. This specific objective is accompanied by debate on the 
desirability of setting up local industrial plants for the production of ammonia and sulphuric 
acid. Similar objective and activity are arranged for chlorine and sulphur dioxide in the new 
Chemistry Syllabus. However, in the old Chemistry Syllabus, these sub-topics are neglected. 
Students need to know that petroleum, coal and natural gas are the fuels and energy sources 
only. On the other hand, only the manufacture, physical and chemical properties of ammonia, 
sulphuric acid, chlorine and sulphur dioxide are required. Students need not to consider the 
appropriateness of setting up local industrial plants for production. 
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Not all the STS topics can be found in the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses. "Population "， 
"human engineering\ and "space research and national defense" do not appear in the S4-5 
Chemistry Syllabuses. The selection of content may be affected by many factors such as the 
local context, the culture，the standard of public examinations and even the personal interests 
of the curriculum designers. This area of study is sociology of curriculum and it is worthy 
of further study. 
Textbooks covering the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses 
Overall Inclusion of all STS Topics 
For the new chemistry textbooks, the overall inclusion of all STS topics is smaller 
than that of the non-STS content. It is similar to the phenomenon found in the new and old 
Chemistry Syllabuses. A large proportion of the content in textbooks is fundamentals of 
matter, physical and chemical properties, chemical reactions and the underlying principles, 
etc. 
Textbooks of Jing Kung for the new Chemistry Syllabus contain the highest overall 
frequency and percentage of all STS topics. Moreover, the values are much larger than those 
of the least one, Wilson. In comparison with other textbooks, the concepts of chemistry are 
explained and discussed in details in Jing Kung's textbooks. 
For example, for the topic, alternative sources of energy，Jing Kung's textbooks use 
a whole teaching unit to describe it and the unit has 12 pages which include the extension 
material and exercises. However, textbooks of Wilson and Macmillan have only a sub-unit 
to discuss this topic and they have 4 and 7.5 pages respectively. These sub-units are included 
in the topic, environmental problems associated with the use offuels. Conversely, alternative 
sources of energy and environmental problems associated with the use ofjuels are two 
independent teaching units in Jing Kung's textbooks. 
Moreover, more facts and examples related to daily life are included in Jing Kung's 
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textbooks to illustrate the concepts of chemistry presented. For example, in new Chemistry 
Syllabus, section 2.1 states that "students should be able to recognise that metal resources 
are limited and there is a need for conservation and recycling" (CDC, 1991c，p.25). 
Jing Kung's textbooks do not only describe the concept and the need of conservation 
and recycling. The author first introduces the concept of minerals and the common kinds of 
ores, and the methods of mining metals and their benefits and drawbacks. Next, he lists how 
long reserves of the most common metals will last in order to bring out the importance of 
conservation and recycling of metals. Moreover, he also provides the quantity of aluminium 
cans recycled in some countries, the steps in recycling aluminium, and the composition of 
used cars which is a good source of scrap metals for recycling as the background information 
to illustrate the importance of conservation and recycling. At last, he designs some questions 
such as "suggest one use from which aluminium could be collected and reused, suggest one 
use that would permit aluminium to be recycled，and suggest one use in which aluminium 
could be replaced by alternative materials with similar desirable properties.(p. 182) and 
a debate with the title "We should not waste aluminium in making containers for soft drinks" 
(Jing Kung, 1993’ p. 182). These exercises can reinforce the important idea of conservation 
and recycling of metals. 
Conversely, textbooks of Wilson and Macmillan use shorter paragraphs to describe 
it. As a result, more STS information may be included in Jing Kung's textbooks covering the 
new Chemistry Syllabus. 
In addition, Jing Kung's textbooks covering the new Syllabus contain a much larger 
number of concepts thm the other textbooks. It is mainly because the chemical techniques 
such as separation, determination of melting point etc are arranged in the teaching content. 
Moreover, Jing Kung's textbooks often contain a part, "extension material"’ after each 
teaching unit. Since some of the extension materials are included in the syllabus but others 
are for interest only, the part, extension material, cannot be removed in the content analysis 
of this study. For other textbooks, the information is usually located in the appendix and 
they are then excluded from analysis. Consequently, the teaching content in textbooks of Jing 
Kung is richer than that of Wilson's and Macmillan's textbooks. The extension materials 
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increase the total number of units of analysis in textbooks of Jing Kung. 
On the other hand, Macmillan's textbooks contain the smallest number of concepts 
containing STS topics because the textbooks are written concisely and they do not contain as 
many extension materials as Jing Kung's textbook do. However, the overall frequency of all 
STS topics identified in Macmillan's textbooks is even larger than that in Wilson's books. It 
is because Wilson's textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus still adopts the traditional 
approach. The teaching content is arranged in such a way that theoretical concepts and 
underlying principles go first while applications and issues are brought out subsequently. In 
addition, a large number of the questi(Mis at the end of each chapter are the questions in the 
past Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination. These questions often ask theoretical 
knowledge and most of them are not socially relevant. Conversely, most of the questions in 
Macmillan's textbooks are especially designed for the new Syllabus and thus many questions 
include STS topics. 
In the chemistry textbooks covering the old Chemistry Syllabus, the overall inclusion 
of all STS topics is much smaller than that of the non-STS content. The phenomenon is 
similar to those found in the new and old Chemistry Syllabuses as well as the new chemistry 
textbooks. Atomic structure, chemical bonding, chemical calculation, physical and chemical 
properties, chemical reactions and the underlying principles, etc. dominate the content of the 
old chemistry textbooks. The theoretical knowledge in the old Chemistry Syllabus is even 
larger than that in the new Chemistry Syllabus. 
The mean overall proportion of all STS topics in textbooks for the new Syllabus is 
significantly larger than that in textbooks for the old Syllabus. Moreover, both the new S4-5 
chemistry textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson have significantly higher overall proportion of 
all STS topics than their textbooks for the old Chemistry Syllabus. It shows that the new S4-5 
chemistry textbooks have followed the social relevance approach stated in the new Chemistry 
Syllabus. 
For the new Chemistry Syllabus, textbooks of Jing Kung have significantly higher 
overall proportion of all STS topics than textbooks of Wilson and Macmillan while Wilson's 
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textbooks place the least emphasis on the STS topics. This suggests that the authors of Jing 
Kung, Wilson, and Macmillan have put significantly different emphases on overall inclusion 
of all STS topics and non-STS content for the new Chemistry Syllabus. The values of 
residuals reveal that the significant difference is due to the very small overall proportion of 
all STS topics in Wilson's textbooks. 
For the old Chemistry Syllabus, Jing Kung's textbooks only have a slightly higher 
overall proportion of all STS topics than Wilson's textbooks. This suggests that both the 
authors of Jing Kung and Wilson have placed similar emphases on overall inclusion of all 
STS topics and non-STS content for the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
For overall inclusion of all STS topics and non-STS contexit, the different emphases 
in the new Chemistry Syllabus and similar emphases in the old Chemistry Syllabus by 
different textbook writers are worthy of further study. Most probably, the textbook writers 
do not understand the rationale and requirement of the new Chemistry Syllabus thoroughly. 
Moreover, they are accustomed to the traditional and fundamental approach of the old 
ChQmistry Syllabus. In addition, they may not have enough training or unable to write 
chemistry textbooks for the new Chemistry Syllabus which adopts a social relevance 
approach. 
Inclusion of Each STS Topic 
"Effects of technological developments" is the predominant topic in all the curriculum 
materials analysed including the new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, and the new and 
old chemistry textbooks. The second most emphasized STS topic in all the syllabuses and 
textbooks analysed is "environmental quality". By definition, the former includes all 
technological developments which may affect the daily lives of people. It is normal for this 
STS topic to predominate among the STS topics. The latter reflects that environmental issues 
are of prime importance in the world. Moreover, the inclusion of the two STS topics also 
increases significantly in the new Chemistry Syllabus. These results indicate the increasing 
concerns to the effects of technological developments on the humans, and the conservation 
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of environment and pollution. "Human health ” is the third one in all the curriculum materials 
examined except Jing Kung's old chemistry textbooks which emphasize "energy" instead. In 
addition, "sociology of science “ has the largest extent of increase in frequency and proportion 
among the new chemistry textbooks. The phenomenon is similar to that of the S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabuses mentioned above. 
The STS topics, "human engineering\ and "space research and national defense", 
cannot be found in both the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses as mentioned before. On 
the other hand, these STS topics are also excluded in the new and old chemistry textbooks. 
Although the topic, "population "，can be found in both the new and old chemistry textbooks, 
its frequency and proportion are insignificant. These results are similar to those of Chemistry 
Syllabuses and it confirms that textbooks writers refer to the Chemistry Syllabus as guidelines 
to write a textbook. 
Apart from "human engineering" and "space research and national defense"，both 
the new chemistry textbooks of Jing Kung and Wilson show significant increase of frequency 
and percentage for each STS topic. However, the extent of increase of each STS topic in Jing 
Kung's textbooks is larger than that in Wilson's books. As a result, Jing Kung's textbooks 
include the highest frequency and proportion of each STS topic. Therefore, both the average 
frequency and percentage of each STS topic increase significantly in the chemistry textbooks 
covering the new Chemistry Syllabus. 
The frequency distributions of each STS topic in different textbooks covering the new 
S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus do not have significant difference within the STS topics. This 
suggests that the authors of Jing Kung, Wilson and Macmillan have put similar emphases on 
each STS topic for the new Chemistry Syllabus. The frequency distributions of each STS 
topic in different textbooks covering the old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus have significant 
difference within the STS topics. It reveals that the authors of Jing Kung and Wilson have 
placed significantly different emphases on each STS topic for the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
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Comparison with HKASME's Studies 
As mentioned before, although the study conducted by HKASME adopt a different 
analytical framework from the researcher, it may be another approach to analyze textbooks 
covering the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. Especially, the criteria, approach/style, is 
relevant to the STS approach because it emphasizes the social relevancy. 
Jing Kung and Longman obtain the highest rating in approach/style. The ratings of 
textbooks of Macmillan, Wilson, Pilot, and Oxford are in descending order. 
Then, it was referenced to compare the results obtained in this study qualitatively in 
order to examine whether the same or similar results could be obtained for two independent 
studies of chemistry textbooks. 
In the present study, only three most commonly used textbooks covering the new 
Chemistry Syllabus were analyzed by the researcher. Jing Kung's textbooks are found to have 
higher overall frequency and percentage of all STS topics while textbooks of Macmillan and 
Wilson have the medium and the lowest inclusion respectively. For the inclusion of each STS 
topic, Jing Kutig's textbooks also have the highest frequency and percentage except the topic, 
"effects of technological developments", Macmillan、textbooks also have higher frequency 
and percentage for most of 10 STS topics. The studies of HKASME and the researcher are 
complementary to each other and they confirm that the social relevancy in textbooks of Jing 
Kung, Macmillan and Wilson is in descending order. 
romparison between chemistry textbooks in Hong Kong 抑d in foreign countries 
In the analysis of science textbooks by Chiappetta, Fillman, and Sethna (1991a)，the 
randomly sdected chemistry textbook "Chemistry" [1987] contains 9.6% of STS content on 
average. Chiappetta, Fillman, and Sethna (1991b) have also undertaken a quantitative analysis 
of high school chemistry textbooks for scientific literacy themes. The average percentages of 
STS content in different textbooks ranges from 4 to 12 for the regular chemistry textbooks. 
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However, ChemCom [1988] devotes approximately 30% of its text to STS while CHEM Study 
devotes only 1 % to STS. In the study of Chiang-Soong and Yager (1993)，the two chemistry 
textbooks, Modem Chemistry [1986], and Chem: Experimental Foundations [1982], contain 
only 0.6% and 2.3% of STS content respectively. After a review of the analysis of science 
textbooks, Bybee (1991) concludes that STS is minimally represented in the science textbooks 
for the majority of science students. The STS theme has not been emphasized by school 
personnel, textbook authors, and commercial publishers. 
In the present study, the percentage of STS content in different textbooks for the new 
Chemistry Syllabus ranges from 16.3 to 27. The STS content ranges from 6.4% to 7.6% for 
textbooks of the old Chemistry Syllabus. 
According to the data mentioned, the STS content has been increased in chemistry 
textbooks for the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. Although the studies of different researchers 
are slightly different from each other, the large difference of overall STS content reflect that 
S4-5 chemistry textbooks in Hong Kong contain higher STS content than the chemistry 
textbooks overseas except ChemCom [1988]. 
5.4 Limitations 
Although the STS topics were identified and presented by the STS Focus Group of 
Project Synthesis, it is impossible for the criteria to cover every detailed concern in society. 
That is, the criteria themselves may be limited in their abilities to describe all the possible 
details within the categories. Moreover, the criteria may be limited to our present 
understanding in a particular area. It is necessary to update and/or expand the criteria when 
new information appears (Chiang-Soong & Yager，1994). 
Secondly, there is no available document that provides the baseline for an absolute 
standard to use for this study. That is, no literature states the standard percentage of all STS 
topics for a STS oriented course. The lack of an absolute standard for appropriate/balanced 
inclusion limits the interpretations of the findings of the study (Chiang-Soong & Yager, 
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1994). For example, even the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus and the new chemistry textbooks 
include higher overall percentages of all STS topics, the researcher still cannot claim that the 
S4-5 Chemistry Subject in Hong Kong is a STS course. 
Thirdly, the present study emphasizes the quantity of material only. It does not address 
the quality of the STS material included and it does not consider the context chosen for the 
inclusion. The present study does not examine teachers' guides, experimental workbooks and 
other indicators of and suggestions for instructional strategies (Chiang-Soong & Yager，1994). 
Fourthly, this study investigates the content of syllabuses and textbooks only. It 
focuses on the content of the formal curriculum. The scope or dimension of curriculum 
analysis is limited and the study does not include other aspects such as teaching strategies, 
assessment tools and procedures, etc. Hence, this study reflects part of the picture only. 
Moreover, the STS approach are often accompanied with certain process skills such as 
problem solving, decision making, and communication, etc. (NSTA，1991; Yager，1990a). 
However, these necessary skills for the STS approach are not well defined and they are 
worthy of further exploration and study. 
Fifthly, the present study aims at comparing the inclusion of STS topics in the new 
and the old S4-5 chemistry curriculum only. It emphasizes the change in a transition period 
and it cannot reveal a long term development of chemical education. 
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Summary 
1. Reliability of Rating 
For the S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, interrater agreements of at least 98.3% and 
kappas of at least 0.982 were achieved in the content analyses among the researcher 
and two experienced chemistry teachers. On the other hand, interrater agreements of 
at least 96.6% and kappas of at least 0.964 were achieved in the content analyses of 
S4-5 chemistry textbooks. 
2. Overall Inclusion of all STS Topics 
The overall inclusion of all STS topics in the new Chemistry Syllabus is 
28.30% while the value is 15.14% in the old Chemistry Syllabus. On the other hand, 
the overall inclusion of all STS topics in new chemistry textbooks is 21.97% on 
average while the average value in old chemistry textbooks is 6.87%. 
3. Tnchision of Each STS Topic 
For the inclusion of each STS topic, "effects of technological developments" 
is the most emphasized topic in all the curriculum materials analysed including the 
new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses, and the new and old chemistry textbooks. 
The teaching content in the new Chemistry Syllabus includes 10.88% of this STS 
topic while it is only 6.31% of content in the old Chemistry Syllabus. The new 
chemistry textbooks devote 6.78% of content for "effects of technological 
developments“ on average but the average value for old chemistry textbooks is 3.07% 
of content only. The second most emphasized STS topic in all the syllabuses and 
textbooks analysed is "environmental quality"Human health “ is the third one in all 
the curriculum materials examined except Jing Kung's textbooks covering the old 
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Chemistry Syllabus which emphasizes "energy" instead. However, the STS topics, 
"human engineering", and "space research and national defense", are absent in both 
the new and the old Chemistry Syllabuses. These STS topics are also excluded in the 
new and old chemistry textbooks. Although the topic, "population", can be found in 
both the new and old chemistry textbooks, its frequency and proportion are 
insignificant. On the other hand, the frequency and proportion of each STS topic in 
the new and old Chemistry Syllabuses and chemistry textbooks increase. 
4. Difference by Overall Inclusion of all STS Topics 
Results of Chi-square revealed that the overall inclusion of all STS topics in 
the new Chemistry Syllabus is significantly larger than that in the old Chemistry 
Syllabus at p< 0.005 level. Similarly, the average overall inclusion of all STS topics 
in new chemistry textbooks is also significantly larger than that in old chemistry 
textbooks at p< 0.001 level. For the new chemistry textbooks, the overall inclusion 
of all STS topics in Jing Kung's textbooks is significantly larger than that in textbooks 
of Wilson and Macmillan at p< 0.001 level. For the old chemistry textbooks, the 
value in Jing Kung's textbooks is also significantly larger than that in Wilson at 
p < 0.001 level. The overall inclusion of all STS topics in Jing Kung's new chemistry 
textbooks is significantly larger than that in its old chemistry textbooks at p< 0.001 
level. Similarly, the overall inclusion of all topics in Wilson's new chemistry 
textbooks is significantly larger than that in its old chemistry textbooks at p< 0.001 
level. 
5. Difference bv Tnclusion of Each STS Topic 
The inclusion of each STS topic in the new Chemistry Syllabus and that in the 
old Chemistry Syllabus do not have significant difference. However, the average 
inclusion of each STS topic in new chemistry textbooks and that in old chemistry 
textbooks have significant difference at p< 0.001 level. Among the new chemistry 
textbooks, there is no significant difference for the inclusion of each STS topic. 
Conversely, the inclusion of each STS topic in different old chemistry textbooks has 
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significant difference atp< 0.01 level. The inclusion of each STS topic in Jing Kung's 
new and old chemistry textbooks has significant difference at p < 0.001 level. 
Similarly, there is significant difference between the inclusion of each STS topic in 
Wilson's new and old chemistry textbooks at p < 0.001 level. 
6. Implications 
In the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus, the student-centred aims and objectives, 
a larger number of society oriented objectives, the organization of content from uses 
and applications of science or technology, and the STS-related activities such as 
problem solving exercises and decision making exercises are all beneficial to the STS 
approach. They are supplementary evidence to the findings of the present study. It 
was found that the new Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks have significantly higher 
overall inclusion of all STS topics and higher inclusion of each STS topic than the old 
Chemistry Syllabus and textbooks. In addition to the content aspect, the STS topics, 
it further confirms that the new Chemistry Syllabus comes nearer the STS approach 
than the old Chemistry Syllabus does. 
6.2 Recommendations for Adoption of the STS Approach 
For an effective implementation of the STS approach in the secondary science 
curriculum especially chemistry, the Education Department should pay special effort to assure 
teachers that the inclusion of STS content is not only acceptable but is actually desirable at 
all levels. The government may also set up some criteria for textbook selection in such a way 
that they reflect the science-technology-society concerns. In addition, she can launch 
seminars, and pre-service and in-service teacher education programmes to arouse teachers' 
awareness of the importance and advantage of STS in science courses. Then, teachers are 
persuaded that STS is a legitimate and essential subject matter for study (Piel，1990). 
Reviews of the implementation of STS reveal that the STS approach is not as 
significant as recommendations would suggest (Bybee, 1991). The disparity centers on the 
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role of implementation because curriculum materials are available and surveys indicate that 
most teachers recognize the importance of the STS approach. Science teachers just do not 
include the approach in their teaching and instruction (Bybee, 1991). In the study of Bybee 
and Bonnstetter (1987)，when the teachers were asked about the limitations on teaching about 
STS topics, top-ranked reasons were economical, personal, and pedagogical. Carlson (1986) 
also conducted a survey focussing on factors that influence implementation of STS in middle 
school science programs. Three factors which influence the adoption of STS topics are 
membership in professional organizations, amount of background knowledge, and 
administrative support. The implementation of STS topics is most influenced by time, 
resources, knowledge, and teaching experience. It is suggested that these factors should be 
emphasized for successful implementation of the STS approach in Hong Kong. 
6.3 Recommendations for Improvement of Chemistry Syllabuses 
The framework of the Project Synthesis was especially developed for STS. It is 
applicable to various science disciplines. Moreover, it was Widely used by other educators 
such as Chiang-Soong and Yager (1993) to analyse textbooks of various science disciplines. 
It is desirable for science to have equal or similar coverage of each STS topic. In the present 
study, the STS topics, "population"’ "human engineering、and "space research and national 
defense"’ cannot be found in both the new and old S4-5 Chemistry Syllabuses. And then, 
information on "food and agriculture" is also found to be insignificant. Conversely, "effects 
of technological developments" is the most emphasized STS topic in both the new and old 
Chemistry Syllabuses. Chemistry is only one discipline of science. It is valuable to analyse 
the concurrent curricula of other science disciplines in order to find out whether these less 
emphasized STS topics in chemistry are included. Subsequently, the curriculum designers can 
design a balanced science curriculum in terms of STS topics. 
Table 24 presents the overall frequency distribution of all STS topics and non-STS 
content in different sections of the new S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus. In section 5 - fossil fuels， 
section 6 - important products from petroleum, and section 8 - chemicals and health, the 
number of concepts containing the STS topics are larger than that of non-STS concepts. These 
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sections have very strong emphasis on STS topics. In section 5, many social issues such as 
use of fossil juels as an energy source, alternative energy sources, and the environmental 
problems associated with the use of Juels are discussed in the new Chemistry Syllabus. 
Section 6 describes three important classes of daily substances, plastics, detergents and 
alkanols. Introduction of these substances can lead to the discussion of the aspects of 
application and selection of different plastics and detergents, the environmental problems 
associated with the use of plastics and detergents, the recycling of plastics, and the health and 
social problems associated with excessive drinking. Section 8 includes food additives, drugs 
and smoking. It does not describe the chemical reactions but it emphasizes the use and side-
effects of food additives and drugs, the overdose and abuse use of drugs, the addictive nature 
of nicotine and the suspected harmful effects to human health. All these aspects are socially 
relevant. Conversely, section 1 describes purely theoretical knowledge and information only. 
They are the fundamental knowledge in studying chemistry. 
Table 24 Overall Frequency Distribution of all STS Topics and Non-STS Content in the 
New S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
Content STS^ NOIl-STS I Total 
Sections in new Chemistiy Syllabus — 
1. Fundamentals of matter 0 45 45 
2. Common metals 6 18 | 24 
3. Chemical cells and electrolysis 4 18 22 
4. Common acids and alkalis 2 37 | 39 
5r?ossil fiiels — 19.67 11.33 31 一 
6. Important products from petroleum 17.67 14.33 32 
7. Important industrial products 9 28 37 
8 Chemicals and health 11 4 15 
一 Total 69.33 175.67 『 2 4 5 
Table 25 presents the frequency distribution of each STS topic in the new S4-5 
Chemistry Syllabus. "Fossil fuels" and "important products from petroleum" are the sections 
which contain the greatest variety of STS topics, the highest frequency of nearly each STS 
topic, and the highest overall frequency of all STS topics. Sections 3 and 4 contain 
abnormally low overall frequency of all STS topics. In section 3 - chemical cells and 
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electrolysis and section 4 - acids and alkalis, many daily applications can be discussed and 
elaborated. For example, dry cells as a common energy source, other applications of 
electrolysis except the industrial applications such as extraction of metals，the acidity and 
alkalinity for digestion in human body, etc, can be introduced into the S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabus. 
Table 25 Frequency Distribution of Each STS Topic in the New S4-5 Chemistry 
Syllabus 
_ _ " " ”sTSTop ics I I I I I I m l IV V Ivi i VII VIII IX X Total 
Sections in new Chemistry Syllabus “ I I I , — 
1 • Fundamentals of matter T T T " 1 ^ " " " T T ~ 0 ~ 0 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 0 _ 
2. Common metals " " ^ T T " ^ ^ 0 」 3 _ _ 0 _ _ 0 ^ 
3. Chemical cells and electrolysis 丁 0 0^^ ^^ 1 0 3 0 _ _ 0 4 
4. Common acids and alkalis ~ _ _ 0 1 1 _ _ 0 
|5. Fossil fiiels 丁 ^ 丄 上 
6. Important products from F T T I T 0 1.33 7.33 3 0 17.67 
petroleum 
17. Important industrial products“ 0 0 0 ^^^^0^^^0 3 5 0 \ 9 
8. Chemicals and health — ^ ^ 4 6 0 11 
Total 5 0 I 0 I 11 I 7 1 0 | 8.67 126.671 10 | 1 [| 69.33 
Note STS Topics: I 二Energy ; 11=Population; III二Human Engineering; IV=Environmental 
Quality; V二Utilization of Natural Resources; VI=Space Research and National 
Defense; VII二Sociology of Science; VIII二Effects of Technological Developments; 
and IX=Human Health, X^^Food and Agriculture 
Although the new Chemistry Syllabus contains significantly higher overall proportion 
of all STS topics and higher proportion of nearly each STS topic than the old Chemistry 
Syllabus, the frequency distribution of various STS topics in different sections of the new 
Syllabus was found to be unevenly distributed. The curriculum designers may consider how 
to design a curriculum with even distribution of STS topics though each discipline has its 
emphasis due to the knowledge presented. 
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6.4 Recommendations for Improvement of Chemistry Textbooks 
Wilson's textbooks covering the new Chemistry Syllabus still adopt the traditional 
fundamental approach. The teaching content is arranged in such a way that theoretical 
concepts and underlying principles go first while applications and issues are brought out 
subsequently. In addition, most of the questions at the end of each chapter are extracted from 
the past papers in Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination. These questions often 
ask theoretical knowledge and most of them are not socially relevant. Conversely, most of 
the questions in Macmillan's textbooks are especially designed for the new Chemistry 
Syllabus and thus many questions include STS topics. It is suggested that Wilson's chemistry 
textbooks should include more applications or social issues to bring out the theoretical 
knowledge. In addition, the author of Wilson's chemistry textbooks should also designs more 
society oriented questions in order to train students to be more familiar with the social 
relevance approach claimed in the new Syllabus. 
The STS topics, "human engineering", and "space research and national defense"， 
are not included in both the new and the old S4-5 chemistry textbooks. Moreover, 
information on such topics as "population", and "food and agriculture" is also found to be 
insignificant. However, "effects of technological developments \ and "environmental quality" 
are over-emphasized in the chemistry textbooks. It is suggested that the less emphasized 
topics should be addressed in revision of the chemistry textbooks. 
6.5 Recommendations for Further Study 
There are several recommendations that are worthy to be noted for further study: 
1. Science courses which had adopted the STS approach were proved to be successful 
to enhance the academic results in foreign countries. However, studies related to the 
effects of STS on behaviour and academic results of students have not been carried 
out in Hong Kong. Moreover, the effects of the STS approach on the behaviour of 
students, e.g. attitudes towards science and society, civic awareness, initiative, etc. 
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are the new fields in studying STS. 
2. Although the part, "teaching syllabus", of the Syllabus is important to convey the 
teaching content, other parts in the Chemistry Syllabus elaborate the teaching syllabus 
in details and they also reflect the STS approach to a certain extent. For example, 
objectives, suggested experiments and activities, explanatory notes, annex in the 
Chemistry Syllabus can also reflect the STS approach. In the present study, these parts 
of the syllabus are referred only when it is uncertain to justify the teaching syllabus. 
Methods of analysing these parts need exploration. 
3. In the present study, only one of the instructional materials, textbooks, was analysed. 
However, experimental workbooks, supplementary exercises may also be used in the 
teaching lessons. Particularly, laboratory lessons must be arranged for the science 
subjects in secondary schools. The use of experimental workbook seems to be a must 
and then experimental workbook is also part of the implemented curriculum conveyed 
by the teachers. Hence, it is recommended to anlayse these instructional materials. 
4. Similar studies can be carried out across different levels for the same discipline or 
subject. For example, apart from the Certificate Examination Level, curriculum 
materials of chemistry in Advanced Supplementary Level, and Advanced Level can 
be studied in order to reveal the change of emphasis on STS across different levels. 
5. Moreover, further studies can be extended to different disciplines or subjects at the 
same level such as Physics and Biology. Then, the overall inclusion of all STS topics 
and inclusion of each STS topic can be compared between different disciplines in 
order to find out the relative extent of emphasis on the STS approach. 
6. Past syllabuses and textbooks of S4-5 chemistry in Hong Kong can also be analysed 
to reveal the development of STS in chemical education in Hong Kong. 
7. The curriculum materials in Hong Kong can also be compared with those overseas. 
Then, the extent of development of the STS approach in different districts or cultures 
can be revealed. 
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Comparison between Traditional and STS courses 
Traditional (non-STS) STS (integrated trend) 
Survey of major concepts found in Identification of problems with local 
standard textbooks interest/impact 
Use of laboratories and activities suggested Use of local resources to locate 
I in textbooks and laboratory manual information that can be used in problem 
I solving 
I Passive involvement of students Active involvement of students in seeking 
I assimilating information provided by information for use 
I teacher and textbook 
I Learning being contained in the classroom Teaching going beyond a given series of 
j for a series of periods over the school year class sessions, a given meeting room 
I A focus on information is proclaimed A focus upon personal impact - often 
I important for students to master starting with student curiosity 
I A view that content is the information A view that content is not something that 
I included and explained in textbooks and merely exists for student mastery simply 
I lectures because it is in print 
I Practice of basic process skills - but little A de-emphasis on process skills- just 
attention to them in terms of evaluation because they represent glamourised skills 
I of practising scientists 
I No attention to career awareness other A focus on career awareness, especially 
than an occasional reference to a scientist careers that relate to science and 
I and his/her discoveries technology and not merely to those related 
to scientific research and engineering 
Students concentrate on problems provided Students performing in citizenship roles as 
by teachers and textbook they attempt to resolve issues they have 
identified 
Learning occurring only in the confines of Study being visible throughout an 
classroom institution and in a specific community 
I Science being a study of information Science being an experience students are 
where teachers determine the amount encouraged to have 
students acquire 
Learning focusing on current explanations Learning with a focus on the future 
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j Traditional (non-STS) STS (integrated trend) 
j 'Learning' is principally for testing Learning occurs because of activity 
I Retention is very short lived Students who leam by experience retain it 
I Students see science processes as skills Students see science processes as skills 
I scientists possess they need and can use 
I Students see processes as something to Students see processes as skills they need 
I practice as a course requirement refine and develop 
Teacher concerns for process are not Students readily see the relationship of 
understood by students, especially as they science processes to their own actions 
rarely affect course grades 
Students' interest declines at a particularStudents interest increases in specific 
grade level and across grade levels courses and from grade to grade 
I Coursework seems to decrease curiosity“ Students become curious as they leam and 
I do more 
I students see teacher as a purveyor of Students see teacher as a resource and 
j information g^ide 
Students decline in their ability to Students ask more questions, such question 
question; the questions they ask are often are used to develop STS activities and 
I ignored because they do not fit into the materials 
I course outline 
Students rarely ask unique questions Students frequently ask unique questions 
I that excite their own interest 
Students are ineffective in identifying Students are skillful in suggesting possible 
possible causes and effects in specific causes and efforts of certain observations 
I situations and actions 
Students have few original ideas Students seem to effervesce with ideas 
Students see no value or use of their study Students can relate their study to their 
I to life daily life 
Students see no value in their study for Students become involved in resolving 




Detailed Descriptions and Representative Tasks of The STS Topics developed by the 
Project Synthesis 
It should be noted that the tasks listed below are the representative tasks only and they 
are not exhaustive. 
1. Energy 
Personal Needs - provide the individual with an understanding of the energy problems 
from a personal perspective 
1. Describe/demonstrate specific ways by which an individual can decrease energy waste; 
2. Evaluate the various tradeoffs associated with decisions involving his/her energy 
conservation plan; and 
3. Apply rational processes of thought to a proposed solution to his/her problems related 
to energy resources and their efficient use. 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with the background necessary for taking 
responsible action on energy related issues confronting the society 
1 Describe the relationship of a community's energy consumption to its quality of life, 
economics, and future developments; and compare this relationship with those in 
developed and under-developed countries (e.g. developed countries use energy and 
material resources per capita than under-developed countries); 
2. Describe the role of interest groups and the various tradeoffs associated with the 
development of an energy plan; and 
3. Evaluate the short and long range effects of proposed solutions to the energy problem. 
2. Population 
Personal Needs - provide individuals with an understanding of their role in population 
dynamics 
1. Discuss the implications of alternatives regarding family planning; 
2 Using the skills associated with values clarification assess his/her own perceptions of 
current strategies which may or may not contribute to population problems (e.g. birth 
control, food production/distribution, pharmaceutical advances, organ transplants); and 
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type communities and predict ftiture impact (e.g. transportation, new and obsolete 
careers, improved heal仏 services). 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with background necessary to understand and 
react to problems associated with population dynamics 
1. Describe the impact that overpopulation and population distribution have on service 
elements of the society (i.e. energy, transportation, health care，supplies); 
2. Describe how overpopulation will affect the environmental quality (pollution); and 
3. Describe the long ratlge consequences that population control will have on other 
structures of society (e.g. economic structure designed for expansion). 
3. Human Engineering 
Personal Needs - provide the individual with an understanding of the emerging problems 
in the field of human engineering 
1. Describe various methods of human engineering (e.g. abortions, organ transplants, 
cloning, genetic engineering, and behavioural modification); 
2. Accept responsibility for decision making regarding the solutions and/or directions of 
family situations (e.g. life, living will, organ banks); 
3. Apply rational thought processes to issues of human engineering which may confront 
the individual (e.g. life, behaviour modifications); 
4. Be aware of the value of genetic counseling as a mechanism for personal human 
engineering; and 
5 Demonstrate some appreciation/understanding of the impact human engineering upon 
traditional belief systems at the personal level (e.g. cloning, genetic engineenng, 
behavioural modification). 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with the background necessary to develop insight 
into the emerging field of human engineering and its impact on society 
1 • Describe the possible effects of emerging technologies to control life and death; 
2. Explain the short- and long-range effects of continued technological control of 
humans (e.g. cloning decreases variability, mass media); and 
3 Describe the ethical problems and threats to traditional belief systems caused by 
techniques of human engineering. 
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4. Environmental Quality 
Personal Needs - provide an understanding of the various aspects of environmental 
quality and that those aspects may differ with other individuals 
1. Identify those elements in the environment which contribute to or distract from 
environmental quality; 
2. Describe the significant role that the individual and his/her family play in confronting 
directly and indirectly to the environmental quality; 
3. Employ skills and knowledge to improve his/her environmental quality, and; 
4. Develop personal values towards an improved quality of his/her environment and 
demonstrate behaviour through life that indicates a desire to improve it. 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with the background necessary to recognize the 
variations of the acceptable environmental quality of his/her 
community, state and nation, as well as to maintain or improve it 
1. Describe those characteristics of society that will substantially decrease the 
environmental quality (e.g. overpopulation, excessive industrialization, excess use of 
chemicals) 
2. Be aware of the impact on this country's standard of living as the third world's 
consumption of natural resources changes (with a finite quantity of non-renewable 
resources, any increase in use by the third world will reduce the amount available for 
use by this country); 
3. Share with others his/her skills and knowledge of methods for improving the 
environmental quality; and 
4. Develop attitudinal and community values which will be reflected in community 
practices and laws which will promote acceptable environmental quality (e.g. ban on 
open trash burning, car pooling). 
5. Utilization of Natural Resources 
Personal Needs - provide the individual with an understanding of the various aspects of 
utilizing the earth's natural resources 
1. Identify the common natural resources of the world and classify them as either 
renewable and non-renewable; 
2. Describe how he/she is a consumer of the various natural resources and what effect 
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the consumption of these resources has on the individual's standard of living; 
3. Describe methods for decreasing his/her consumption of natural resources and/or what 
renewable or recyclable resources can be substituted for a nonrenewable resource 
without appreciably reducing his/her standard of living; and 
4. Explain how a technique that could be used to decrease the consumption of a natural 
resource may have an undesirable effect on another natural resource (e.g. tuning a 
motor for better gasoline mileage may increase air pollution; returning a small 
quantity of material to recycling plant may use more energy than it saves). 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with the background necessary to recognize the 
societal problems involved in finding, using and conserving natural 
resources 
1. Describe the relationship between a society's consumption of natural resources and life 
style; 
2. Give examples of how technology has increased and also decreased the rate of 
consumption of the Earth's resources by the third world countries; and 
3. Construct a scenario of the effect on the community of an increase in consumption of 
the Earth's natural resources by the third world countries; and 
4. Explain why long-range planning for the management of natural resources is 
necessary. 
6. Space Research and National Defense 
Personal Needs - provide the individual with an individual with an understanding of the 
various accomplishments of space research and national defense 
programs 
1. Describe examples of various "spinoffs" of the space and national defense programs 
(e.g. heart pacemakers, biotelemetry, "space age" materials, transistors); 
2. Describe how these various technological advances could affect the individual; and 
3. Describe process and content skills necessary to evaluate the short and long term 
effects on the individual of proposed space and/or national defense projects. 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with the background necessary to react to the 
problems and potential benefits to society of the national defense and 
space programs 
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1. Gain knowledge about research being done by military projects and space projects 
which present problems and potential benefits to society; 
2. Describe how the benefit/cost ratio affects decisions on various space and military 
proposals and projects (e.g. communication satellites, nuclear aircraft carrier); 
3. Explain why basic research projects do not have a benefit/cost ratio (e.g. deep space 
explanation); and 
4. Give examples of long-range problems associated with storage and disposal of military 
and space projects (e.g. nuclear weapons, satellite re-entry, nuclear waste). 
7. Sociology of Science 
Personal Needs - provide the individual with an understanding of the sociology of science 
1. Work as a team member in science projects; and 
2. Describe why scientists need to consider the sociological effects of their individual 
accomplishments. 
Societal Needs - provide the individual with an understanding of the sociological effects 
of science and technology 
1. Give examples of the effects of several scientific and technological developments on 
society; and 
2. Give examples of how societal pressures have affected the direction of scientific and 
technological research. 
8, Effects of Technological Developments 
Personal Needs - provide the individual with an understanding of the effects of both 
hard and soft technological developments on individuals and society in 
general 
1. Explain the strengths and limitations of the systems approach to solving personal 
problems; 
2. Solve real and simulated personal problems by using a system approach; 
3 Identify technological developments that are appropriate solutions for a specific 
. situation, and also, how some of them may often be dangerous (e.g. drugs, pesticides, 
reducing diets); 
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4. Judge the acceptability of consumer products in terms of proper use, safety, and cost 
effectiveness (e.g. smoke detectors, microwave ovens, fire-resistant fabrics); and 
5. Examine and test various consumer products for safety of design and realize that some 
testing must be done by testing laboratories and not by individuals. 
Societal Needs - provide individuals with an understanding of the impact of 
technological developments on society, in order to make reasonable 
decisions regarding their responsibilities involving these effects 
1. Identify examples of technological developments that have affected society and state 
their strengths, weaknesses and potential payoffs (e.g. weather modification, 
automation, artificial organs, synthetics); 
2. Cooperate in the use of technological developments have extended human capacity for 
the benefits of society (e.g. traffic lights, pesticides, playing stereo too loudly); 
3. Describe how technological developments have extended human capacity for the 
benefit of society (e.g. communication systems, computers, force amplifiers, 
robotics); 
4. Explain how research in one field often has payoffs in other fields (e.g. 
miniaturization in space programs and pacemakers); and 
5. Examine and test technological consumer products for proper operation and/or safety 




Scientific method and problem solving skills, and Decision making skills in the new 
S4-5 Chemistry Syllabus 
A. Scientific method and problem solving skills 
Students should be able to 
1. identify scientific and technological problems 
2. select and apply learned principles and concepts to solve problems 
3. develop hypotheses and formulate methods fro testing them 
4. analyse data from experimental results or from external sources 
5. draw conclusions and make predictions 
B. Decision making skills 
Students should be able to 
1. make judgements from chemical data and from arguments presented on 
scientific, ethical, economic, political and social considerations 
2. support value judgements using appropriate and correct chemical principles 
3. put forward suitable reasoning to choose between alternatives 
4. make decisions and value the decisions of others 
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Appendix B 
Qnestioiinairc of S4-5 Chemistry Textbooks used by Secondary Schools 
Name of School: 
For the revised S4-5 chemistry syllabus published in 1991，six common set of 
textbooks are listed below. Please ‘tick，the S4-5 chemistry textbook used by your school at 
present. If S.4 and S.5 use different textbooks or if your school changes to use a new 
textbook, please specify them separately. In addition, if your students need to choose between 
arts and science since S.3，please also specify the textbook used. 
1. Cheng, E. & Chow, J. (1992). Chemistry A Modem View (Books 1-2). Hong [ 
Kong: Wilson. 
2. Chung, L.H.M. (1993). Integrated Chemistry Today (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: • 
Jing Kung. 
3. Doyle, P & Lo，MX. (1993). Chemistry Today (Books 1-2). Hong Kong:[；；;; 
Longman. 
4. Heyworth, R. (1993). Chem 2000 (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: Macmillan. [ 
5. Ramsden, E.N. (1993). Chemistry For You (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: Stanley [ 
Thornes (Publishers) Ltd. 
6. Yung, Y.S. (1993). Discovering Chemistry (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: Oxford. 
7. Others, if any. Name: 」 
Additional information: 
For the old S4-5 chemistry syllabus published in 1982，six common set of textbooks 
are listed below. Please ‘tick，the S4-5 chemistry textbook used by your school at the past. 
If your school have ever used more than one set of textbooks, please also specify them 
separately by dates, e.g. the last one and the early one. 
1. Cheng, E. & Chow，J. (1990). Chemistry A Modem View (Books 1-2). Hong [ 
Kong: Wilson. 
2. Chung, L.H.M. (1992). Integrated Chemistry Today (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: [ 
Jing Kung. 
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3. Yung, Y.S. (1987). Chemistry In Action (Books 1-2). Hong Kong: Oxford. [ 
4. Heyworth, R. (1987). Chemistry A New Approach. Hong Kong: Macmillan. 
5. Doyle, P. (1987). Modem Certificate Chemistry, Hong Kong: Longman. [ 
6. Leung, T.H. (1984). Certificate Chemistry for Hong Kong. Hong Kong: FED [ 
International (HK) Ltd. 
7. Others, if any. Name: ~~ 
Additional information: 
Thank you for your sincere help. 
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